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NIGHT - SOMEWHERE OVER THE ATLANTIC

AN HISPANIC PILOT, crammed inside a single-engine flying 
deathtrap fights for control as a merciless storm has cut 
visibility to zero.  The ride is gut wrenching.  He shouts in 
Spanish, into his radio.

PILOT
(subtitled)

Zero visibility!  I’m flying as low 
as I can!

RADIO
(subtitled)

The medicine has to get here, or 
people will die!  Do you 
understand?

PILOT
The rain is too heavy!

RADIO
There is an island directly ahead 
of you, can you see it?

He wipes the window and sees: 

PALM TREES!

IMPACT!

BLACK.

CUT TO:

INT. COCKPIT

BIRDS AND INSECT CALLS seem to revive the pilot.  He slowly 
awakens and realizes he’s survived.  He crawls from the 
fuselage to discover the plane’s wings are gone and the 
fuselage is tangled in vines.

EXT. ISLAND RAINFOREST - DAY

He feels his about his body but finds no major injuries.  He 
begins to laugh harder and harder until he falls to the 
ground.  

He sits up, pulls out a pack of cigarettes.  He looks.  ONE 
LEFT!  Again he laughs.  He searches his pockets and finds a 
SINGLE MATCH to light his smoke.  



He carefully strikes the match and lights up.  He takes a big 
puff and shakes his head in awe of his good fortune. Then...

Sensing something, he pauses to scan the dense, sunlight- 
dappled foliage swaying in the trade winds.

For a millisecond we see THE BUSHES COME ALIVE as A PERFECTLY 
CAMOUFLAGED CREATURE SPRINGS FORWARD!

SFX: A HORRIBLE HIGH-PITCHED HUMAN SQUEAL!

FADES TO:

COOL FRENCH 70’S-STYLE MUSIC

CUT TO:

A series of small EMERALD GREEN ISLANDS are scattered across 
a warm, blue sea.

At one of the islands, a lone 45-foot fishing/utility boat, 
cuts a path to a secluded lagoon.

On a white crescent beach, we find JULIAN, 37, bronze skin, 
dark hair, French.  He’s a bit slight, displaying a rugged 
but yet feminine sexuality.  He sports European-style short, 
tight diving garb.

He strides toward the water, followed, like a terrier, by 
MIKA, 23, a petite, busty Asian, dressed in a sort of quasi-
uniform...like the make-up artist division of the army.  She 
has folders, rolled-up maps and a full backpack loaded with 
extra gear and speaks with a Southern California accent. 

Julian, smiling broadly, waves to the incoming boat.  He 
yells in a super excited voice.

JULIAN
Hello!  I am so glad to have your 
monies!  Right this way, please.

A few of the guests wave back excitedly, unable to hear what 
he is saying.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
As if I don’t have enough to worry 
about.   I am so lucky to have to 
baby-sit you little fuckers. 

MIKA
Julian!  Omygod.  You’re so bad.  
What if they heard you?
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He continues to shout but now in French.

*NOTE: ASSUME ALL LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH, WILL HAVE 
SUBTITLES.

JULIAN
(in French)

Did I tell you you’re all going to 
die?  I am an insane criminal!  
Yes, it’s true, I am going to cook 
and eat you!

MIKA
Shut uuuup!  

He focuses on Mika.

JULIAN
Mika, what can I do for you, Mon 
Cheri? 

MIKA
Look!...I drew this for you.

She shows him a super-charmed high-school-note style drawing 
of him swimming with a dolphin.  Heart-shaped jellyfish swarm 
about.  He wipes his face.

MIKA (CONT’D)
It’s you!

Julian speaks to her softly...

JULIAN
Mika...we need to talk.

Mika gets puppy-eyed.

MIKA
Okay.

JULIAN
You are super-sweet, but we...can’t 
be together anymore.  

MIKA
What...why?  Did I do something 
wrong?  Am I fired?

Julian is reassuring.  He holds her hand.

JULIAN
No. No no no.  Everything else is 
fine.  Your work is flawless.  
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I just think it would be better if 
I wasn’t having sex with my 
assistant.  

MIKA
So, what about hugging and kissing?  
Can we still snuggle?  

JULIAN
I think just the normal level of 
contact from now on.

MIKA
How much is that?  No snuggling?

JULIAN
No.  None is the normal level.

She starts to cry.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Oh, don’t cry.  We can focus on our 
scientific goals, yes? 

Julian charges off.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Okay, let’s meet our benefactors!

He leaves to greet the boat.

EXT. BEACH - DAY - A FEW MINUTES LATER 

SIX PEOPLE IN AN INFLATABLE BOAT are zipping toward Julian 
and Mika.

Behind them, the main vessel is anchored about 100 meters off 
shore.

As the boat drifts to the sand, NATE, a mountainous 25 year-
old Samoan, leaps into the warm shallow water.  He helps the 
others onto land.  Julian greets while Mika gives them each a 
floral necklace.

EXT. BEACH - DAY - MAIN CAMPSITE - LATER

At a central fire circle, Julian talks to the group.

JULIAN
Welcome everyone, bein’v’nue, Guten 
Tag, hello.  
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I am Julian Valmont, research 
scientist and leader on this 
exciting expedition.  Now, I know 
you are all very eager to hear what 
our mission will be and what kind 
of research we will be 
accomplishing.  

The guests react appropriately.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
The truth is, you are all very 
lucky.  Only a handful of people 
have explored this particular 
island.  So, we will have the 
chance to maybe find something 
never before seen by science.

HERMAN, a German, one-percenter, cocky, overconfident and 
unfairly handsome, takes a break from his cigarette to 
interrupt.  He speaks in a cool mechanical way. 

HERMAN
I have always in my life wished to 
discover something new.  Never 
before seen.  

LOU
It’s a nice change from the typical 
five-star resort.

BRAD
I not so sure.  Brenna conned me 
into this.  She gets a little pent-
up back in Knoxville.  Like six 
bedrooms and forty acres of farm 
land ain’t enough space.

BRENNA
Bradley!  Hush, you.  I just wanted 
a little excitement.  That’s all.

BRAD
I tour for three months in a bus 
and the minute I come home, Brenna 
says we’re goin’ on a eight 
thousand dollar trip - and one 
where you have to do work!  Lord 
have mercy.

ARCHY
What the hell is goin’ on here?
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Everyone looks to ARCHY, who appears to be a seasoned drug 
user and is wearing mostly green and reddish brown with 
yellow converse sneakers and narrow wire-rim glasses.  Julian 
scans the passenger list.

JULIAN
You must be--

ARCHY
Archy.  When do we reach the hotel?  
Who are you again?

JULIAN
My name is Julian, I am your team 
leader.  Are you sure you’re on the 
right tour?

Archy pauses.  He rummages through his pockets until he finds 
a crumpled-up brochure.  He smooths it out and reads.  The 
other guests watch curiously.

ARCHY
Onegreenworld Ecotours - Julian 
Valmont, director of...

Archy is beginning to suspect something is not as he thought.

JULIAN
What made you choose this trip, 
Archy?

ARCHY
I didn’t.  I won it.  I filled out 
one of those sweepstakes things at 
some farmer’s market.  Those save-
the-planet girls are hot you know? 

JULIAN
Archy, this is an eco-tour.  It’s 
super cool.  You will be doing 
actual scientific work.

ARCHY
You mean like with clipboards and 
shit?

JULIAN
(cheerful)

Yes!  I mean clipboards and shit!

Surprisingly, Archy considers the idea.
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ARCHY
Okay.  Cool.  So where is the hotel 
then?

JULIAN
There is no hotel.  We will be 
camping right here.  Under the 
fantastic tropical sky.  My 
assistant, Mika, and our guide 
Nate, will take care of your needs.

HERMAN
Why with these rifles is this man 
armed?

JULIAN
Nate has three rifles.  Do not be 
alarmed, those are mainly for feral 
pigs.    

BRENNA
Pigs?  Like back home?

JULIAN
Escaped pirate livestock.  It’s 
strange, though...They have thrived 
for over a hundred years but for 
some reason the population on these 
local islands has recently 
plummeted--

HERMAN
Something dines on the pigs, yes?

JULIAN
Well, there are no predators on 
these islands, if you mean Jaguars, 
or something like that.  Actually, 
we think our conservation efforts 
are finally paying off.  So, if you 
see a feral pig, just stay away or 
alert Nate here and with luck he’ll 
serve it for dinner.  Now, have any 
of you a fear of bugs?

We see Lou very subtilely react.  Brenna shifts anxiously, 
but no one raises their hand.  

ARCHY
You mean just the background 
natural fear or some special extra 
really-scared-shitless fear of 
bugs?
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JULIAN
An extreme fear.

ARCHY
No...I’m good.

JULIAN
Beautiful.

CUT TO:

We see a cricket scampering about on some dead leaves and 
soil.  

ARCHY
Crickets?  

We see the group is circled around an aquarium filled with a 
few centimeters of dirt.  It looks like a reptile’s 
environment but there only seems to be crickets.

BRAD
You got to be kiddin’.  We got 
crickets everywhere back home.  I 
could’a saved my money.

LOU
(seductive to Brad)

I have a wonderful feeling 
something awful’s about to happen.

Nothing seems to happen until-

HOLY JESUS FUCK!  A NASTY, RED SPIDER POPS OUT OF A HIDDEN 
BURROW AND SNATCHES THE HAPLESS CRICKET.

Nearly everyone jumps.

JULIAN
Don’t worry they are not poisonous.  
This is called a Trap Door spider.

Julian uses a long pair of tweezers to lift up the silk and 
leaf door created by the spider below.  We can see the 
perfectly round burrow.
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JULIAN (CONT’D)
You see, there are tiny lines of 
silk that radiate out from inside 
the hole, so when the spiders sense 
something touching the threads, 
they lunge out and attack from 
beneath the beautifully constructed 
trap door.  Their prey rarely 
escapes.

Mika hands out supplies.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Our job is to catalog, and with 
luck, very big luck, perhaps 
discover, yes, Herman, discover an 
unknown species.

Herman is sceptical.

MIKA
Put your specimens in these small 
containers.

JULIAN
I want you to take each a ‘fishing 
pole’ that Mika is handing out...

Each person takes a small, six-inch long, one-half inch in 
diameter wooden rod with a six-foot length of fishing line at 
the end of which, tied with thread, is a small wiggling 
cricket and a tiny lead weight.

BRAD
I can do this.  Just like the pond 
back home.  Just need a six-pack.  

JULIAN
Just drag your bait across the 
ground like so, and hopefully you 
will attract a spider.  Look around 
fallen trees, in the undergrowth, 
places like that.  When you have 
found one, mark the area with a 
flag and Mika and I will trap and 
identify them.  Just to make it 
interesting, we have a bottle of 
Bordeaux for the person who finds 
the first one.  

BRENNA
Bord-oh?
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LOU
Very fine wine, my darling.

EXT. ISLAND - SEMI-DENSE RAINFOREST - DAY

Lou and Herman, clipboards in hand, quietly stalk with a 
seasoned determination.  They drag their string about the 
ground.

HERMAN
I will be the first to find this 
trap door spider, it is inevitable.  
Please throw away your childish 
hopes.

LOU
You think I’m just going to lay 
down and let you win?  

He gets in her face.

HERMAN
Your defenses are weak.  I will 
blitz your unprotected shorelines 
and pillage your cities.

LOU
You haven’t got a chance, you’re a 
failed fascist regime, and your 
troops are deserting you...mein 
Fuhrer. 

HERMAN
Nein!

LOU
Surrender.

HERMAN
Never!

LOU
Surrender!

They start kissing madly.

LOU (CONT’D)
God, I love when you go full 
blitzkrieg on me!
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EXT. ISLAND - SEMI-DENSE RAINFOREST - DAY 

Archy, Nate, Mika, fish for spiders.  

Archy lights a joint.  He offers it to Mika.

MIKA
No, thanks.

Then Nate.

NATE
No man.  You can’t see the 
mountains in the fog.

ARCHY
Huh?

NATE
Your mind.  Cloudy.  

ARCHY
Hey, I have some deep thoughts on 
this shit.  This stuff is like 
Guantanamo-Bay-interrogation-level, 
dude.

NATE
Tell me a deep thought.

ARCHY
Well, for instance, when I wear a 
beanie, chicks notice me more.  And 
one day, after I had some skunky 
cush, it occurred to me that when 
men wear a beanie...

Archy pulls out a beanie and puts it on.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
They resemble the penis.  Am I 
right?

Archy mimics a penis.  Mika laughs.

NATE
(sarcastic)

Wow, my mind is spinning.

ARCHY
Okay, Giligan, what’s your idea of 
a deep thought?

He takes a deep breath.
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NATE
When I was studying for my thesis 
in particle physics, I stayed up 
for like thirty six hours and I 
suddenly came to the conclusion 
that the universe has an odd number 
of particles.  What ever the 
smallest particle is, there was an 
odd number of them.  Or else after 
the big bang everything would have 
spread out evenly and no stars or 
galaxies would form.  But there was 
an imbalance!  Isn’t it beautiful?

(tears well up)
There was an extra particle!  And 
that led to chaos and then stars 
and galaxies and then...us.

MIKA
(moved)

Wow.  His idea was deeper.  Sorry, 
Archy.

ARCHY
Ambushed.  But wait, why are you 
doin’ this? 

NATE
I don’t like labs.  Fluorescent 
lighting. 

EXT. ISLAND - SEMI-DENSE RAINFOREST - DAY

Julian, Brad and Brenna.

BRENNA
Julian, I just want to tell you how 
grateful we are to be a part of 
your expedition.  You’re such a 
real-life adventure seeker...

Brad raises an eyebrow.

JULIAN
You have to have a real passion for 
the things you love.

Julian climbs up a rocky outcropping.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
What a view, Brenna, Brad, come up 
here.
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BRAD
I’ll just keep my feet on the 
ground.

JULIAN
Of course, I’m sorry, I’ll come 
back down.

BRAD
No.  It’s okay.  Brenna go ahead.

BRENNA
Are you sure?

BRAD
Go, have your adventure.

Brenna kisses Brad on the cheek and scales the rocks.

She joins Julian about five meters up.  

BRENNA
I wish Brad would be more 
adventurous but he doesn’t really 
like to do this sort of thing.

JULIAN
Well, he was a soldier, yes?

BRENNA
Yes.  Marine corps.  He fought in 
Afghanistan. 

JULIAN
He has had his excitement.

BRENNA
But I need some too. 

JULIAN
Ahh.

BRENNA
Still, I love him.

JULIAN
Brad is a lucky, man.  You are a 
beautiful woman...I’m sorry, I 
don’t mean to be impertinent.

BRENNA
Impertinent?  Is that French?

He laughs.  
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JULIAN
You are like a bowl of fresh 
country sunshine.

She smiles. 

BRENNA
You French sure have a way sayin’ 
things.

Out of sight, just down the path, we see...

Brad drags his line and notices a little mouse following his 
cricket. 

BRAD
Hey little guy.

Just as the mouse grabs the cricket...

THE MOUSE AND THE CRICKET ARE YANKED DOWN A HOLE BY A ORANGE-
SIZED TRAP DOOR SPIDER.  

Brad stares.  

BRAD (CONT’D)
‘the fuck?  Did I just see that?

The string goes into an unseen burrow.

He pulls.  There’s still something attached under the ground.

BRAD (CONT’D)
You guys?!  Hey get over here!  I 
hooked somethin’.

Julian and Brenna start down.  Lou and Herman jog over.  Mika 
and Nate come fast. 

They circle around Brad, who still has the string attached to 
something under the ground.

Everyone watches as the string is pulled impressively tight.

BRAD (CONT’D)
How big did you say these things 
get?

JULIAN
Not that big.
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BRAD
Because two minutes ago there was a 
little mouse chasing my cricket and 
a second later, they were both 
gone.  Down that hole.

JULIAN
It must be the mouse that is 
pulling.  This is too big to be the 
work of a spider.

Julian uses his tweezers to lift the drink-coaster sized trap 
door.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Ah yes...here we go.

The cricket pops out.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Now, we get the little guy.  He 
seems stuck.  It’s okay, my friend--
Jesus.

As Julian lifts the mouse we see THE NASTY, ORANGE-SIZED, 
TRAP DOOR SPIDER, ATTACHED TO THE RODENT’S LOWER HALF.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Oh, my God.  This is a dream come 
true.  I’ve heard legends about 
giant trap doors, but I never 
believed them.

HERMAN
A new species, yes?

LOU
It’s massive.

Suddenly the spider drops to the ground.  

JULIAN
Nobody move.  This animal is 
incredibly valuable.  

Julian pulls a cloth sack from his pocket.  He moves closer 
to the spider.  He pounces but the spider runs.  Brenna 
screams and comes clean off the ground as it runs past her.

The spider scampers about three meters before...

ARCHY’S YELLOW CONVERSE HIGH-TOP CRUSHES IT. 
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ARCHY
Holy-fucking-a-hole-Jesus-Christ!  
What the fuck was that?

CUT TO:

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - DUSK

Julian scrapes the remains from Archy’s shoe.  

JULIAN
Well, it was a priceless specimen.

HERMAN
(teasing - holding back 
laughter)

Archy, I was told that the rare 
spotted owl was quite good for 
stomping.

Archy’s in the dog house.  Julian examines the remains.

JULIAN
I’m afraid Archy smooshed one of 
the rarest spiders on the planet.

Archy sighs.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
But... it is most certainly a 
species never before documented.

HERMAN
What are you saying?

JULIAN
We made history.

SMASH CUT:

A CELEBRATION

Brad sings and plays an upbeat tune on his guitar and 
everybody dances around the fire.  

Lou joins in, singing harmony.  Her and Brad make a nice 
pair.  Herman notices this.  

Mika goes to dance with Julian but Brenna gets there first.  

Mika grabs Archy and pulls him close to try to make Julian 
jealous.  
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Archy’s loving it. 

MEANWHILE:

Something watches the camp from a short distance.  We see 
this via its P.O.V.  Our view rises and then slides sideways.

CUT TO:

NIGHT - ALL IS CALM.

There are two main tents.  Inside the women’s tent, Brenna 
drifts off to sleep.  Then... Somebody drags a cricket onto 
Brenna’s nose.  Brenna itches and then wakes up startled.  
Mika is right in her face.

BRENNA
Oh, my stars, you scared me!

MIKA
Stay away from Julian, bitch, or 
I’ll cut you into chunks and feed 
you to the spiders.

BRENNA
Okay.

MIKA
(cheery)

Sleep tight.

Mika hits the sac.  Brenna stares.

EXT. MEN’S TENT - NIGHT

Herman steps out of the tent into the night air.  He lights 
up a cigarette.  He inhales and surveys the stars.  He steps 
to the edge of the jungle and starts to pee.  He senses 
something and quickly turns his head to his left.  He zips 
and pulls a small flashlight from his pajama pocket and 
points the light into the forest.

Nothing.  

Then, another noise on his right.  He steps toward it.  He 
sees TWO EYES reflecting like a cat’s.  They are about ten 
meters away and a foot off the ground, but they are more oval 
shaped then spherical.  
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HERMAN
(in German)

Come, little pig, I will show you 
to the kitchen.

Then:

THE EYES RISE UP ABOUT A FOOT AND HALF!  THEN THEY QUICKLY GO 
TO THE LEFT AND OUT OF SIGHT.

HERMAN (CONT’D (CONT’D)
(in German)

What is that?

Herman steps back into the tent and zips it closed.  

EXT. ISLAND - DAY

The team eats breakfast.  Brenna sits next to Lou.

BRENNA
Hi there.  Beautiful day, isn’t it?

LOU
Good morning, Brenna.  Yes, it’s 
paradise.

BRENNA
I love the way your voice sounds.

LOU
Funny.  I was thinking the same 
thing about you.

BRENNA
So, what do you think about these 
spiders?  Pretty scary, huh?

LOU
Actually, I admire them.  

BRENNA
For heaven’s sake what for?

LOU
I like that, they’ll do anything to 
survive.  What must it be like to 
have to kill another living being 
for food?  Probably sounds crazy, 
but it excites me.

Brenna looks as if she might have made a mistake sitting next 
to Lou.  Julian arrives.
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JULIAN
Okay, we begin today’s search in 
ten minutes.  Let’s see if we can 
capture a giant spider alive this 
time.

Julian smirks at Archy.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Also, for fun, we’re going to mix 
it up today.  New partners.

EXT. ISLAND - OUT ON THE TRAILS - DAY

Mika and Herman hike together. 

HERMAN
You have lovely breasts.

MIKA
(laughing)

Ohmygod.

HERMAN
Sorry...’tits’?

MIKA
No ‘breasts’ is the right word.

HERMAN
Then why do you laugh?

MIKA
You’re so unafraid to say what you 
think.

HERMAN
(in German)

The truth never smells as bad as 
bullshit.  

MIKA
What does that mean?

HERMAN
There are no surprises when you are 
honest.

MIKA
Okay.  I like that.  I like that 
idea a lot.

Maybe Mika has a crush on Herman.
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ELSEWHERE:

Lou and Brad

LOU
You’re very talented.  Not to 
mention good looking.

He tips his hat.

BRAD
You’re pretty easy on the eyes 
yourself.

LOU
Brad, my I ask you something?  Have 
you ever wondered whether you are 
with the wrong person?

BRAD
What do you mean?

He knows exactly what she means.

LOU
Herman.  He’s rich, fucking 
unbelievably rich.  Hedge fund 
manager.  Handsome.  Smart. 
Passionate.

BRAD
But?

LOU
But.

They smile at each other.

LOU (CONT’D)
What happened to your leg?

BRAD
Ah, stupid war wound, but...I don’t 
really like to talk about it.

Lou can only imagine.

NOT FAR AWAY:

Julian, Brenna, Archy.

JULIAN
So, my friend, what do you do for a 
living?
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ARCHY
Drugs.

BRENNA
For money, silly.

ARCHY
No.  Seriously, drugs.  I run a 
Marijuana clinic.  The Hollyweed 
Bowl.  Which reminds me.

Archy lights up a spliff.

BRENNA
I don’t think folks should do 
drugs.

ARCHY
I bet you’re a Christian 
conservative, right?

JULIAN
Archy...

BRENNA
No, it’s okay.  So what if I am?

ARCHY
You religious folk like to see 
things in black versus white.  You 
claim to want government to stay 
out of your lives but the next 
thing you know, you’re the first to 
tell people how to live and what 
they can and can’t do.

BRENNA
Drugs are illegal, not to mention 
bad for you.

ARCHY
So what about my friend, Cory, 
who’s dying from pancreatic cancer?  
Pot is the only thing that makes 
her life liveable. 

BRENNA
I’m sorry for your friend.  But, 
can I ask, what are you dying of?

ARCHY
I smoke because it makes me feel 
better.  It makes life a little 
easier to handle.
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BRENNA
I go to church for the same reason.

ARCHY
Fair enough, fair enough.  How 
about this: I won’t complain about 
your beliefs if you won’t complain 
about my smoking.

BRENNA
All right, but my only concern for 
you is, if you have a child one 
day, you’re going to wish they 
prayed rather than smoked pot.

ARCHY
I had a daughter.

Julian looks to Archy, who is obviously trying to keep 
positive.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
She was beautiful.

BRENNA
I’m sorry.

ARCHY
No, it’s cool.  I had this bat-shit 
insane girlfriend about eight years 
ago and I dumped her, right?  Well, 
she calls me a few months later and 
says she was pregnant.  I didn’t 
believe her, and we got into a big 
fight, and I demanded a paternity 
test and she was all like, fuck 
you, asshole.  Anyway, about a year 
ago, this chick’s new husband 
wanted to adopt her girl.  

JULIAN
Ah, so there was a girl.  

ARCHY
Yep.  And she still claimed I was 
the father, so after a paternity 
test it turns out the girl was 
mine.  So, I was like, cool, I’m a 
dad.  Maybe I’ll get to know her 
some day.  So we exchange a few 
photos and I made plans to meet 
her.  A few days later she was hit 
by a car and killed.
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JULIAN
Oh, man.  

ARCHY
Yeah, it sucked.

Brenna has tears in her eyes.

BRENNA
I’m really sorry.

ARCHY
Yeah, what are you gonna do?  I’m 
not religious, so I can’t blame 
God.  Only me. 

JULIAN
My friend, looking back is the 
fastest way to walk headlong into a 
wall.

Archy is looking back at Julian.

ARCHY
That’s the dumbest thing I ever--

He trips over a log and tumbles to the ground.  Brenna covers 
her mouth.

JULIAN
You see?

Archy looks pissed at first, but then he breaks out laughing.  
Brenna and Julian join him.  As they walk over to help him 
up:

A NOISE DRAWS THEIR ATTENTION.  Something is rustling in the 
undergrowth.  

BRENNA
What is it?

Suddenly, A small WILD PIG EXPLODES FROM THE BUSH.

BRENNA SCREAMS.  It disappears into the shrubs.  

LOU (O.C.)
Is everyone okay?

Lou and Brad appear from down the trail.

JULIAN
Yes, it was just a small pig.
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Mika and Herman show up.

THE PIG BOLTS OUT AGAIN.  Herman grabs it, but the pig 
squeals and wiggles free, running into the bush.  Then: 
HORRIBLE SQUEALS!  BUSHES ARE THRASHED.  A SPLATTER OF BLOOD 
sprays a tree.  Every one looks on in shock.  

Then, the SQUEALING COMES TO AN ABRUPT STOP.

NATE
Stand back!

Nate, creeps closer, gun pointed forward. 

NATE (CONT’D)
Whoa.

JULIAN
Nate, what is it?

Nate sees nothing on the ground except blood.  Julian, 
Herman, Archy and Brad move closer.  

HERMAN
(to Julian)

No predators?

Julian looks to Herman.  Lou and Mika move closer.  

LOU
Are we in danger?

Before Julian can respond: A blood curdling SCREAM!  

BRENNA
Help me!

BRENNA IS WAIST-DEEP IN A HOLE!

BRENNA (CONT’D)
IT’S GOT ME!  HELP!  GET IT OFF!

Brad, Nate, and Julian grab her and pull.  Whatever was 
holding her lets loose.  She pops out of the hole.  

ARCHY
Fuck me, what is that?

THE THUMB-SIZED TIP OF SOME KIND OF CLAW IS STUCK ABOUT A 
HALF INCH IN BRENNA’S LEG!

Brad pulls it out.  
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BRENNA
What is that!? Get it out!

BRAD
Is this part of some critter?

A THUNDERCLAP announces the onset of a tropical shower.

JULIAN
Let me see that!

Julian examines the claw-tip as Brad rips off his shirt and 
wraps her leg.   

The others check out the hole.  There is A TRAP DOOR THE SIZE 
OF A GARBAGE CAN LID, still open.  He and the others peer 
down into the hole, half scared that something’s going to pop 
out.  No bottom is visible.

LOU
My God, what is down there?  Are 
there more of these holes around 
here?

MIKA
They could be anywhere.

NATE
The pig.

We see a P.O.V. FROM BELOW THE GROUND.  It’s mostly dark with 
A SHAFT OF LIGHT COMING FROM A SMALL OPENING above.  WE CAN 
HEAR MUFFLED VOICES.  Then the hole opens and light pours in.  
Nate looks down.  Above ground, reality is setting in.  

LOU
There could be holes everywhere?

JULIAN
This is incredible.  This is just 
the tip of a Cheliped.

MIKA
That big?  No way.

JULIAN
It would mean the entire thing had 
to be maybe as long as my forearm! 

ARCHY
What the hell is a Chili-ped?  Is 
it a spider? 
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MIKA
Spiders can’t grow that large.

JULIAN
Some species of island crabs can 
grow to sixteen kilos.  But, I 
don’t recognize this kind.  And, 
for sure, I’ve never seen a crab 
use this trap door technique to 
attack prey.

ARCHY
Fucking great.  Another new 
species!  Except this one might 
snip my balls off!?

The RAIN begins to fall.

BRAD
How big do you think these suckers 
are?  It yanked my girl down that 
hole.

HERMAN
It would make one fantastic crab 
cake.

ARCHY
That’s disgusting.  I hate 
shellfish.  

BRAD
(to Julian, ignoring 
Archy)

Seriously, how big?

JULIAN
Could be twenty-thirty kilos.

LOU
Seventy pounds?

Stunned silence.  Brenna casts off all her polite southern 
disposition.

BRENNA
Get me off this mother fucking 
island!

SMASH CUT:
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EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - AFTERNOON 

A DOWNPOUR drenches the group as they negotiate a narrow path 
through the jungle.  Julian leads while Nate, rifle raised, 
brings up the rear.  

The trail is quickly becoming a muddy slog.  Mini flash-
floods stream across the path, some a foot deep.  

AROUND A CORNER:

They encounter a stream that, during the walk up was a 
trickle, but now, is a fast moving wash.   

ARCHY
Oh, great, a swollen stream.  What 
a cliche!

JULIAN
Too deep to cross here.

BRAD
Where do we go?

JULIAN
There.

A narrow, fallen tree just downstream offers a transit.  

BRAD
Oh, man, that’s not something I’d 
want to cross.

JULIAN
You want to stay in the jungle?

No one seems to like either idea.

CUT TO:

Julian gingerly crosses. 

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Okay.  It appears strong enough.  
Now the women.

Brenna crosses.  Then Mika.  It’s tricky, but they manage.  
Now Lou, followed by Herman, who assists Brad. 

NATE
(to Archy)

Go ahead.  

Archy starts across.  HIS FOOT SLIPS!  HE FALLS!
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But HIS BACK PACK SNARES A BROKEN BRANCH.  Archy climbs back 
up and inch-worms to safety.  Everyone breathes a sigh.

Nate moves onto the tree and--

IT COLLAPSES!

Nate IS SWEPT DOWNSTREAM.  

JULIAN
Nate!

Brad, Herman, Julian, and Archy run down the slope.  Nate 
travels about fifty meters before he can grab some low 
hanging bushes.

The men catch up and begin to haul him out.  Meanwhile:

BRENNA
I don’t want to be here alone.

She starts to amble down toward the men.  Mika and Lou 
follow.

The entire group is reunited where Nate is being pulled out.

JULIAN
You okay?

NATE
Yeah.  I lost my rifle, though.

ARCHY
Oh this just gets better and 
better.

JULIAN
Let’s go, it’s not that much 
farther to camp.

LOU
Look over there.

They all look to where she points.  

THE SMALL PLANE, EMBRACED BY A TANGLE OF VINES, IS JUST 
VISIBLE.

MIKA
It’s a crashed plane.

JULIAN
Probably a drug runner.  
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ARCHY
Drugs?

JULIAN
Archy, leave it.

BRENNA
Can we get the hell out of here, 
please?

LOU
Maybe there are survivors. 

HERMAN
Or better, bodies. 

Everyone looks at Herman.

HERMAN (CONT’D)
For the crabs.

He smiles wickedly.  

ARCHY
(tries to sell the idea)

We should probably just check the 
drug plane, right?  It’s our duty 
as citizens of the planet.  

BRAD
What?  My girl almost got her leg 
gnawed off by crusty the crab back 
there.  We need to exfil, ASAP.

BRENNA
Yeah, c’mon let’s go!  What if 
there are more of those things 
around here?

ARCHY
It’s cool, I’m just gonna check it 
out.  Be right back.

Archy starts off toward the plane.

JULIAN
Archy!

(to the others)
Wait here.  

Julian and Nate follow Archy. 

Archy trudges to the downed plane.  As he reaches the crash 
site, he sees:
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THE PLANE’S TAIL HANGS OUT OVER A RAVINE.  YOU’D HAVE TO BE A 
FOOL TO CLIMB IN.

Archy carefully makes his way to peer inside.  He sees:

Dozens of tightly taped bales and at least four red-leather 
satchels.  Archy’s eyes grow wide.

NATE
What is it?

JULIAN
Any sign of the pilot?  

ARCHY
No, but...

Archy reaches, but can’t quite get to the satchels or the 
bales.

He climbs onto the fuselage.  He reaches...

THE PLANE SHIFTS!  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Fuck!

JULIAN
Archy, come on!  Get down, we’ll 
call the local authorities when 
we’re on the boat.

ARCHY
Hold on...

Archy just manages to snag a satchel as the plane slides 
toward the edge.  The plane stops, more precarious than ever, 
but Archy has a satchel and moves away.  He opens the bag as 
Julian and Nate watch.  Inside:

Stacks of hundred dollar bills.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Fuck me!  Jackpot mother fuckers!

NATE
Jesus, that’s a lot of money.

SMASH CUT:

ARCHY
Nine hundred-thousand.
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The group surrounds the bag which Archy has now brought back 
to the trail.

BRAD
Holy Moses, I’ve never seen that 
kind of lettuce before.

ARCHY
I saw three other bags, 
that’s...uh...

Herman rolls his eyes.

HERMAN
Three million, six hundred-
thousand.  Assuming the same amount 
is contained in all the bags.

ARCHY
Jesus.  Divided by one-two-
three...eight people, 
that’s...uh...

Lou sighs.

MIKA
Four hundred and fifty thousand.

ARCHY
Each.

BRENNA
That money belongs to someone else, 
doesn’t it?  I mean we just can’t 
take it.  

ARCHY
Finder’s keepers, losers can go 
fuck a dairy cow!

HERMAN
Interesting choice, Archy.

BRAD 
It’d sure would help pay the bills.  

Brenna seems a bit disillusioned with her man.

JULIAN
This is drug money!  What if there 
are people looking for it?
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LOU
That’s true.  What if they’re still 
here?  I would imagine they aren’t 
very pleasant people.

HERMAN
Besides, what will you do, go home 
and deposit a suitcase full of 
money into your savings account?

ARCHY
Yeah, I’ll worry about that later.

MIKA
Wait, we’re the one’s who are 
licensed to be here, maybe it 
should belong to the research team.

ARCHY
What?  What kind of fucked-up logic 
is that?

MIKA
Smart logic, stoner.

ARCHY
Fuck you, Kawasaki.  What do you 
know?

JULIAN
All right, patience.

HERMAN
Report it to the police.  If no one 
claims it, you keep it.   

BRAD
Easy for you to say, you’re loaded.

ARCHY
Yeah, I heard you run a Hedge fund.  
You probably pocket this much money 
in a year.

HERMAN
A week.

Everybody but Lou is taken aback.  

JULIAN
You make that much in a week? 

HERMAN
Not always.  
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Herman takes a drag off his cigarette.

HERMAN (CONT’D)
Sometimes more.

ARCHY
(patronising)

Must be great to be rich.

HERMAN
It’s even better when you’re 
handsome.

Archy is outgunned.

ARCHY
All right so you can wipe your ass, 
with your share, but I’m planning                                                                                                                                                                                     
my retirement. 

JULIAN
Hold on Archy, you can’t just 
decide by yourself--

ARCHY
I’m not leaving here without this 
cash.

JULIAN
Give me the bag!  We’ll decide as a 
group.  

ARCHY
Fuck off!

JULIAN
You fuck off!

BRAD
Guys, knock it off!

The three men start to scuffle over the money and then:

BOOM!

Everyone looks to Nate, who has just fired a handgun into the 
air.  Nate speaks very calmly.

NATE
That’s right, I still have a gun.  
Now, give me the bag.

He points the gun right at Archy’s head.
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JULIAN
Okaaaay.  Nate, let’s just calm 
down.

BRAD
Okay, pal you win.  Give him the 
bag, Arch.

Archy is reluctant.

BRENNA
Archy, give it to him.

Nate cocks the gun.  Archy tosses him the bag.

NATE
I’ve thought this through.  We all 
get to the boat.  Calm down, and 
then make a rational plan.  

ARCHY
(to Julian)

Nice job, puttin’ Iron Giant in 
charge of the guns!  Fuck all of 
you!

Archy starts down the trail.  Everyone else follows.  Nate 
goes last and keeps the gun at the ready.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - DUSK 

The rain has ceased.

Nate slings the other rifle cases over his shoulder and 
addresses everyone in his trademark ultra-calm style.

NATE
Okay, I have been thinking 
carefully about this situation.  
I’ve considered all the legal and 
social ramifications.  I have 
decided that the best outcome is 
for me to take the money.

ARCHY
What?  Take the money where?

NATE
Mexico.  The local police are 
easily bribed and I can have a very 
nice life in hiding.
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ARCHY
You’re stealing the money from us?!

NATE
I don’t think that’s technically 
possible since you never owned it.  

ARCHY
You fucker!

NATE
You can always go back and search 
the plane for more cash; you said 
there were more bags.

BRAD
And brave the killer-crabs?

Nate thinks. 

NATE
It’s an interesting balance isn’t 
it?  Your fear versus financial 
security.  None the less, I have 
the gun and the cash, so, Julian, 
Mika, don’t take it personally.

MIKA
Gee, thanks, Nate.  I’m like, all 
warm inside.

NATE
Well, as they say in my island home 
of Puna Puna: ‘see you later’.

Nate hops into the Viking and starts the motor.

Nate pulls away, as Archy grabs a coconut and pathetically   
hurls it far short of the boat.

ARCHY
They say ‘see you later’ 
everywhere, asshole!

BRENNA
What are we gonna do now?!

Nobody seems to have an answer.

OUT ON THE WATER...

Nate pilots the inflatable craft toward the main boat.  
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He pulls alongside the bigger boat, throws a line and climbs 
aboard.  He ties off the Viking.  

He doesn’t see:

SOMETHING MOVING UNDER A TARP IN THE SMALLER BOAT.  

On the deck of the large boat, Nate fires up the engine.  

Behind him, out of focus: 

A BLACK SHAPE IS CLIMBING OVER THE RAIL.  It plops down.

Nate hears something and spins around.  He steps toward the 
back of the boat.  He sees nothing, shakes his head, turns 
and:

A NASTY THREE-FOOT-TALL 45 KILO (THAT’S A HUNDRED POUNDS FOR 
YOU YANKS) HORRIFYINGLY MEAN LOOKING, SPIKE COVERED, GLOSSY, 
JET BLACK CRAB, CLAMPS ONTO NATE’S BALLS.  

NATE
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!

The crew on the beach hear the scream and look out to the 
boat.

Back on the boat:

Nate doubles over and THE CRAB USES ITS FREE CLAW TO GRAB HIS 
NECK.  Nate looks into the creature’s FREAKISH EYES.  The 
BIZARRE PUPILS RAPIDLY CHANGE SHAPE as they react to the 
light. 

Nate, nearly asphyxiated, grabs a diving tank and clubs the 
creature.  It let’s loose and Nate falls backwards.  

Nate rolls over and starts to crawl toward the back of the 
boat.  The crab is right on his tail.  

He rolls over and stars to kick at it.  The crab CLAMPS 
NATE’S FOOT.  HIS SHOE COLLAPSES AND BLOOD SQUIRTS OUT.

HE SCREAMS in pain.

Nate grabs a PROPANE TANK and hurls it.  It bounces off the 
crab’s back plate and rolls toward the cabin. 

The crab clamps his free leg.  WE HEAR BONE CRUNCH.

Nate SCREAMS EVEN LOUDER!

Back on the beach:
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BRENNA
What’s happening?

JULIAN
I don’t know.

MIKA
Is it possible that--

BRAD
One of those things is on the boat?

LOU
That could have been us.

ARCHY
I thought they stayed in those 
holes.

(to Julian)
You said they stayed in those 
holes!

JULIAN
I don’t know what they are capable 
of, I just saw them for the first 
time too!

ARCHY
Well, Coustau, you’re the science 
guy!

JULIAN
It doesn’t mean I have every answer 
in advance, you moron.  That’s why 
they call it research!

Another awful scream distracts them to the action...

Back on the boat:

Nate is trying to punch the critter, but to no avail.  Then 
he remembers THE GUN!

He pulls the gun from behind his back and FIRES repeatedly.  

The bullets pierce the crab and pass right through, but:

THE SHELLS ALSO HIT THE PROPANE TANK SENDING FUEL SPRAYING 
EVERYWHERE.

Archy empties the clip and one of the bullets ricochets off 
some metal causing a spark and: 

THE PROPANE EXPLODES SETTING THE ENTIRE BOAT AFLAME.  
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THE CRAB STILL WON’T RELEASE as Nate tries to climb up and 
over the rail.  Nate’s foot and leg are both mangled and he 
winces in pain as he tries to use his arms to climb up.

Back on the beach:

They see the boat on fire.  Herman casually smokes a 
cigarette.

HERMAN
This should be good.

Back on the boat:

He reaches the railing but the flames reach the MAIN FUEL 
TANKS and:

BOOM BOOM BA-BOOOOOM!  The boat is BLOWN TO BITS ALONG WITH 
THE SMALLER CRAFT.

Back on the beach:

Their faces are tinted orange for a few seconds as the boat 
debris rains down.  They watch, as all that remains is the 
burning oil slick.

MIKA
Oh my God!  

ARCHY
All that money!  Gone!

MIKA
Is that all you have to say?  

ARCHY
Is that...?  No! I can think of one 
other thing.

(mockingly yells out 
toward the boat debris)

See you later!

Lou tries to restrain from laughing.

CUT TO:

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP

They sit around the fire.

JULIAN
All right, the boat has a distress 
beacon.  
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It’s designed to send out an 
emergency signal if the boat sinks.  

BRAD
That’s right.  No matter what 
happens, those things are nearly 
indestructible.  

BRENNA
So, help is on the way?

BRAD
Yeah, but probably not for at least 
24 hours.  They won’t even start a 
search until daylight.

BRENNA
So we’re stuck here until then?

Everyone is silent until:

HERMAN
I’m hungry, shall we eat?  

Brenna looks at Herman in disbelief. 

HERMAN (CONT’D)
Well, people have to eat too.

He takes a drag from his smoke and smiles.  Brenna starts to 
sob.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - NIGHT

The camp is illuminated by a large bon fire.  In one tent, 
Brenna, Brad, Lou, Herman and Mika sleep next to each other.  
Outside, Julian and Archy keep watch, passing time by carving 
spears from bamboo.

ARCHY
(re: his spear)

Well, that’s looks pretty gnarly.

He sticks it in the ground next to the others.  Then,

Archy lights up a joint.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
You want?

JULIAN
No, I’m paranoid enough.
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ARCHY
Suit yourself.

Archy takes a big hit.  He’s almost instantly relieved.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Hey, listen, no hard feelings about 
today, okay?  Sorry I yelled.  It’s 
just that money would have really 
made my life a lot easier.  At 
least I think it would have.  Seems 
like I always have to struggle to 
get what I want.  Shit just doesn’t 
seem to work out for me.

JULIAN
I understand.

(beat)
You know, I was originally going to 
play professional football. 
‘Soccer’, as you say in America.  
Big money contract... everything.

ARCHY
No shit.  What happened?

JULIAN
While we were in negotiations, I 
went hiking with my older brother, 
Rene, in the mountains.  You know, 
to relieve the pressure and take my 
mind off the whole thing.  Anyway, 
we were crossing a glacier and he 
slipped and fell on some ice and 
went off a cliff.  

ARCHY
Shit. 

JULIAN
One second we were laughing, and 
talking about the future and the 
next minute, he was dead on the 
rocks below.  We had, our whole 
lives, shared everything.  He was 
my best friend.

ARCHY
Wow.  That’s...ooh.

Julian stokes the fire.
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JULIAN
I didn’t speak at all for a month 
and I was drunk for a year.  The 
scouts gave up on me eventually.

ARCHY
I’m really sorry, man.

JULIAN
I was sorry for me too.  Too sorry.  
But one day, I decided I was tired 
of grieving.  So, I dried out and 
began to put my life back together.

Archy looks at his joint:  have I been numbing myself?

JULIAN (CONT’D)
I tried to regain my position on 
the team, but my opportunity had 
passed.  Then I thought: I am a 
science lover, so why not?  Eh?

ARCHY
And here we are.

JULIAN
Here we are.

ARCHY
About to be eaten by crabs.

Julian cracks up.

JULIAN
About to be eaten by crabs.

They both laugh at the absurdity.  Until:

A NOISE IN THE BUSHES RESTORES THE GRAVITY OF THEIR PLIGHT.

Is it a pig, or something else?  They strain to see out into 
the black... 

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - MORNING

Archy sleeps on the sand.  He opens his eyes. 

THERE’S A GIANT CRAB RIGHT IN FRONT OF HIM!  

ARCHY
Jesus!

Everybody else wakes up.  They come out of the tent to see:
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IT’S A NORMAL SIZED CRAB A FEW INCHES FROM ARCHY’S FACE.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
I thought it was...he 
looked...nevermind.

Archy rubs his eyes.  

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - A BIT LATER

The group sits in a circle. 

JULIAN
There’s no guarantee that the 
distress beacon is working but we 
are supposed to return to port in 
three days so eventually they will 
send a rescue team.  Until then, we 
have some basic survival issues.

Julian drops TWO 1-liter bottles of water in the center.

JULIAN (CONT'D)
That’s all of our fresh water.  The 
rest of our bottled water was on 
the boat, along with our remaining 
food.  So, I will go up to the 
stream to collect more.  I’m not 
going to have anyone else risk 
their lives.

Mika is frightened for Julian.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Everyone else stay down here, along 
the beach.  While you are waiting 
for rescue, you can start to search 
for food, such as mussels and clams 
and...ironically, shellfish. 

ARCHY
No shellfish!  I don’t know how 
anyone can eat something with ten 
legs.

JULIAN
Fine.  Archy doesn’t have to eat 
shellfish.  Stay close to the 
water, away from the trees and I 
think-I hope you won’t be in danger 
of attack from whatever is out 
there.  
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Remember, we have been here for 
quite a while already and we 
haven’t had many encounters, so if 
there are more of these crabs, then 
they are probably few and far 
between.  

No one seem to believe his assertion.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Obviously, if you have to go into 
the jungle, walk, very, softly, and 
carry a big spear or rock for 
defense.

BRAD
We need to keep a fire going to 
signal any passing ships.

JULIAN
That’s right.

LOU
What about fish?  

JULIAN
If you can spear one, that’s great.  
Brenna, how’s the leg?

BRENNA
Okay.  I’ll be fine.  I prayed all 
night.

She glances at Archy.  Brad rubs her back.  He winks at her.

ARCHY
(to Brenna)

Hey, whatever help we can get.

She smiles.

MIKA
(to Julian)

I’m coming with you.

JULIAN
No, I don’t--

MIKA
Yes!  I’m your assistant.

Julian, suddenly seems to respect her.
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EXT. ISLAND - SEMI-DENSE RAINFOREST - LATER

Julian and Mika are treading lightly up the trail toward the 
stream.  They poke at the ground in front of them.  

As with any rainforest, there are many SOUNDS, but all of 
them seem spooky now.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - CAMP

Brenna, Lou and Herman are near the shore in a rocky area 
searching for edibles.

Brad and Archy gather up wood and dried plants for the fire.  
Archy checks that they are out of earshot from the others.

ARCHY
How deep do you think that water is 
where the boat sunk?

BRAD
I don’t know, maybe fifteen feet.  

ARCHY
I have a pair a swim goggles. 

Brad tosses his pile onto the fire.  It flares up.

BRAD
Yeah?

ARCHY
Those guns are down there.  And 
maybe even the bag of cash.

Brad glances toward Brenna.

BRAD
You a good swimmer?

ARCHY
Good enough.  We get a gun...even 
if we don’t find the money down 
there, we can go up to the plane.  
Figure out a way to get the rest of 
the cargo.  

BRAD
What if it’s just pot?  

Archy looks around.   
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ARCHY
I run a marijuana clinic.  

Brad considers.

BRAD
Distribution chain.

ARCHY
Exactly.

Archy tosses his branches into the fire.  It flares again.  
White smoke billows skyward.  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
We’ll never get another chance like 
this.  You and me.  We’re just 
regular guys.  Julian, for all we 
know, might be headin’ up there 
right now, or maybe he’s planning 
something.  Herman and Lou don’t 
care.  They’re rich.  Think of the 
life you could give your lady.  I 
know she’s not happy.

BRAD
We’d have to get it off the island.

ARCHY
We’ll just put it in our bags.  

BRAD
Bales of pot?  

ARCHY
All right, we hide it somewhere and 
make plans to return.  Besides, I 
saw those other bags.  They were 
all the same.  They have to have 
cash in them.  Millions!

Brad takes a deep breath and wipes his brow.

BRAD
Whooh.  A man could have a right- 
nice life with that...and I’m not 
exactly soaring up the country 
music charts, if you get what I’m 
sayin’.  Brenna doesn’t know this, 
but I’m way underwater on my house 
and we’re in waist deep in the 
weeds as far as money is concerned.

Archy offers his hand.
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BRAD (CONT’D)
Okay, partner.  Let’s get that 
treasure.

They shake on it.

EXT. ISLAND - 40 METERS OFFSHORE - DAY

Archy swims.  From below we see him pass over.  We’re not 
sure if something’s watching him or not.

Back on shore, Brad watches.

A FEW HUNDRED METERS AWAY JUST AROUND A ROCKY OUTCROPPING:

Brenna, Lou and Herman, look for things to eat. 

Lou, in a bikini and a flowing, sheer, white cotton top, 
stalks in the shallows looking for fish to spear.  

Herman lounges on a rock, just watching her.

LOU
Get down here and do your part.

HERMAN
(in German)

No thank you.  I want to watch you 
toil.

LOU
Why, you mad man?

HERMAN
This is as close to a prehistoric 
fantasy that a male can have.  

LOU
(in German)

And what do I get if I catch a fish 
for you?

HERMAN
The right to make love to me. 

Lou looks at him.  She sneers playfully.  There’s some truth 
to that.

UNDERWATER:

We see her legs.  Again, we are not sure if this is the 
P.O.V. of some creature.
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ARCHY:

Treads water over the wreck location, peering down.  He sees 
the sunken boat about 5 meters below.  He pops his head up 
and signals a thumbs-up to Brad.  Who gives him a return 
thumbs-up.

ARCHY
(to himself)

Okay, here goes.

Archy takes a deep breath and submerges.  He dives to the 
sunken vessel.  His eyes dart around.  He spots a way into 
the cabin.  He swims inside and looks around.  No sign of the 
bag or the guns.  He heads for the surface.  

Archy pops up and sucks in air as fast as he can.

He goes back under.  

OVER NEAR LOU AND HERMAN:

Brenna pries a mussel from a rock.  She puts it in a small 
netted bag.  She wipes her brow.  She looks into a crevice 
and sees many small crabs scampering away.  One tucks itself 
into a nook.  Brenna takes her stick and jabs it.

She holds up the impaled crab. 

BRENNA
Now we’re even, bitches.

ARCHY:

Dives around the burnt hulk.  He spies A RIFLE CASE on the 
seabed.  He’s nearly out of breath.  He looks up to the 
surface.  He decides to go for the gun.  

Just as he grabs the rifle case:

He sees, 5 meters away, the PARTIALLY EATEN BODY OF NATE!

And even scarier: THREE HUGE, 40-kilo CRABS CLAW AT THE 
CHUNKS OF FLESH.  ONE CRAB’S EYES ROTATE AROUND TOWARD ARCHY, 
its alien-looking pupils flexing to focus.

Archy barfs out his air supply in an UNDERWATER SCREAM.

He desperately swims to the surface.

ON THE SURFACE:
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Archy bursts from the water, gasping for air and reacting all 
at once.  Did they see him?  Are they coming?  He spies Brad 
and starts wildly swimming to the shore.  

Again, we see Archy from below as he swims over.  

CUT TO:

JULIAN AND MIKA:

Are at the stream.  Mika watches as Julian fills three one-
gallon jugs with fresh water.

MIKA
I feel bad for Nate.

He looks at her.  She starts to cry.  He sighs and comforts 
her.  

JULIAN
I do too.  Even though I shouldn’t.

MIKA
Money.  It changes things.  It 
turns people into monsters.

JULIAN
It’s not money.  It’s when there is 
too much or not enough.  Both drive 
people to do things they wouldn’t 
normally do.  

MIKA
I’m so naive.  I spent my whole 
life getting four-point-o report 
cards, and feel like I don’t know 
anything.

JULIAN
Mika, can I tell you something?  

She wipes her eyes.

MIKA
What?

JULIAN
You deserve someone better than me.  
Someone young, with a untold 
future.  Not a worn-down, cynical 
shadow.  That’s really why I don’t 
want to be with you.  
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She looks at him.  Strangely, his words make sense.  Her 
girlish crush is evaporating.  She kisses him on the cheek.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Come on.  Let’s get back.

As they walk away from the stream, down the trail...

Above them in the trees, we see past a GIANT 1-meter CLAW, as 
they walk below.  The claw reaches out but they are out of 
range, so it retracts.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - SAME TIME

Archy drags himself on shore, rifle case in hand.  He drops 
to the ground as Brad arrives.  

BRAD
Nice work!

He opens the waterproof case.  Inside: the rifle and plenty 
of ammo.  Archy tries to catch his breath.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Sweet.  Thirty-odd-six.  It’s dry 
too.  Lot’s of ammo.  Nice!

ARCHY
They’re down there.

BRAD
What?

ARCHY
Big gnarly crabs.  Three of ‘em.   
They were feeding on him.

BRAD
Nate?

ARCHY
Yeah.  What was left.

BRAD
How big? 

ARCHY
Four or five feet across.  One of 
them looked right at me.  I swear I 
nearly shit myself.   

BRAD
This place is fucking unreal.
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ARCHY
No shit.  But, at least we got fire 
power now.  We see one up there, we 
shoot the fuck out of it.

Brad looks at him.  Archy smiles.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
What?

BRAD
Nothin’.

Brad looks toward where Brenna went with Lou and Herman.

BRAD (CONT’D)
You don’t think those things are in 
the rocks and shit, do you?

ARCHY
Don’t worry about it man, she’ll be 
fine.  

Brad chews his cheek.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Brad... Let’s get rich.

Brad seems to be sold on the idea.

LOU:

Sees a fish and SPEARS IT!  She laughs out loud.  

A MOMENT LATER...

Herman is sunbathing on the rock.  He hears Lou:

LOU (O.C)
How do you like this, playboy?

Herman looks up to see standing over him:

LOU IS TOPLESS with A FISH WIGGLING ON A SPEAR.  

HERMAN
That is the most beautiful thing I 
have ever seen.

He pulls her onto his lap and they start making love.

...Just as Brenna comes round the corner.  Brenna stops.  
Herman and Lou don’t see her.
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BRENNA
Oh my heavens.

Brenna creeps behind some rocks and heads for the camp.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - DAY - SAME TIME

Archy and Brad hike up a trail, they carry some rope from the 
camp and keep the gun at the ready. 

ARCHY
How’d you screw up the leg?

Brad sighs.  Tired of being asked.

BRAD
Afghanistan.  

ARCHY
No shit?  

BRAD
(reflecting)

No shit.

Brad doesn’t offer any more info.  Archy’s curiosity wins.

ARCHY
You see people get killed and shit?

Brad stops.  Turns to Archy.  

BRAD
I saw everyone get killed.  

ARCHY
Fuck.  

BRAD
I.E.D.  We were in a convoy.  I got 
off my humvee to take a piss.  They 
decide to fuck with me and drive 
off.  Then, boom.  Everyone’s dead 
but me.  All I got, was a souvenir 
permanently lodged in my leg.

Archy tries to imagine.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Then, the shit really hit the fan, 
the enemy engaged us in a three-
hour fire-fight.  We we’re lucky.  
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Most of the troops left made it 
until air support arrived.  

ARCHY
Goddam.

BRAD
Yep.  Now you know.

ARCHY
You’re a hero man.  I could never 
do that kind of thing.

BRAD
What?  

ARCHY
Fight.  Combat.  I don’t have it in 
me.

BRAD
Shit.  I don’t know that anyone has 
it ‘in them’.  That’s why we 
trained.

ARCHY
Even then.  I’d probably throw my 
gun down and run like hell.

BRAD
Funny things happen to a person 
when the time comes.

ARCHY
Yeah?

BRAD
Some froze.  Panicked.  Some got 
pissed and fought.  Other’s stayed 
freakishly calm.

Archy pulls out a joint.

BRAD (CONT’D)
You do that everyday?

ARCHY
Pretty much.  I got a prescription.

BRAD
For what?

Archy suddenly realizes how stupid this is going to sound.
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ARCHY
Anxiety...If I don’t smoke, I get 
really edgy.

Brad points to the joint just as Archy is about to light up.

BRAD
Maybe that’s what’s making you that 
way.

Brad turns and walks on.  Archy looks offended at first but 
then looks at the joint.  He puts it back in his pocket.

Then:

They hear voices.

ARCHY
C’mon.  

They hide behind some foliage as...

JULIAN and Mika pass by.  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
(quietly)

He’ll just try to stop us.

BRAD
Agreed.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP

Brenna...

BRENNA
Brad?  Archy?  Brad?  Anyone?

She looks into the jungle.  Thinks.  She does what everyone 
who’s watching this would scream out and tell her not to do:

She wanders into the jungle.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - PLANE CRASH SITE

Archy and Brad appear.

ARCHY
Sweet.  Pay dirt.

BRAD
Let’s do this quickly.
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They push past the dense undergrowth to reach the cabin.  As 
before, there’s no way they can just climb in without risking 
the entire thing falling over the cliff.

Brad scans overhead.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Okay, we sling the rope over that 
branch and secure it to the 
fuselage.  Then you should be able 
to climb in.  We’ll throw a second 
line over and tie it to your waist 
to make sure you don’t fall trying 
to get in there.

ARCHY
Sounds good.  

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Brenna comes to a vaguely defined part of the trail.  She’s 
terrified and pokes the ground with a long piece of bamboo 
before she moves forward.

BRENNA
Brad?  Brad?

She can’t tell which way to go.  She takes one of the paths.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - PLANE CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

Archy and Brad have successfully slung one rope and secured 
it to a wing strut.  

BRAD 
Hope that holds.  Now for yours.

Brad hurls the rope over a branch.  The rope comes down and 
he begins to tie it to Archy.

He doesn’t see: UP IN THE CANOPY is A GREEN SPECKLED, 
PERFECTLY CAMOUFLAGED CRAB, HANGING BETWEEN THE LEAVES.  

It watches.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - SAME TIME

Lou lays on her stomach in the sand.  Herman stands and 
stretches.
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HERMAN
(in German)

I have to piss.

Lou grabs a spear and tosses it to him.  He catches.

LOU
(in German)

Catch something.

She rolls back over.  He smiles slightly and hurls the spear 
into the sand beside her.  She looks at it.  

HERMAN
I already have.

LOU
(half laughing)

You’re fucking crazy.

HERMAN
(in German)

And you love me.  
(in English)

Who’s crazy?

He walks away with the last word as always.  She shakes her 
head and goes back to sunning.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Brenna is now worried.

BRENNA
Brad?

She turns back.  

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Julian and Mika are heading down the trail when:

They hear SOMETHING IN THE BUSHES.

JULIAN
Stay here.  

Julian moves toward the sound to get a better look.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
It’s probably just another pig.
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UNSEEN BEHIND HIM: Mika IS SUCKED INTO A TRAP.  IN A SPLIT 
SECOND SHE’S GONE!

Julian spins around.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Mika?  Mika?

He desperately starts to look for her.  He rushes to where 
she last stood.  He pokes at the ground AND THEN:

He detects a trap door.  His eyes are as wide as saucers as 
he lift the lid.  He looks into the hole.  Black.  
Bottomless.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Mika.  Mika!!

BRENNA (O.C.)
Julian?

JULIAN
Ahhhh!

Julian whips around to see Brenna.   He’s scared to 
death...trembling...barely able to breathe.  Now Brenna’s 
really scared too.

BRENNA
What’s the matter?

JULIAN
We’ve got to get off this island.

He grabs her hand and runs almost dragging her down the 
trail.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - PLANE CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

Archy is suspended above the plane.  Brad strains to hold the 
other end of the rope.   

He lets a bit more slide over the branch and Archy is now 
within inches of the bags inside the plane.

Archy reaches...

ABOVE THEM:

The massive green tree crab extends its claw and clamps onto 
the rope suspending Archy.  We see its eyes.  Is thing smart 
or just reacting to the rope as if it were alive?
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Archy grabs a bag.  He lifts it and opens it.  Inside: Stacks 
of hundreds!  

ARCHY
(anger-triumph)

FUCK YEAH!!

Brad smiles.

BRAD
Woooooohooo!

Then, THE CRAB CUTS THE ROPE!  Archy crashes down onto the 
plane.   

The extra weight causes the plane to slide toward the edge.  

The plane-supporting rope yanks its branch hard, cracking it.  

Archy loses the bag inside the cockpit.  He reaches for it.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Archy, here!

Brad tosses Archy the other end of the rope snipped by the 
crab.  Archy grabs it, but looks back down to the cash.

BRAD (CONT’D)
C’mon, get off there!  

ARCHY
I gotta grab the bag!

BRAD
Forget it!  It’s not worth your 
life!

Archy looks at him, a million thoughts of failure combine 
into one grand realization.  Archy scream with tears in his 
eyes.

ARCHY
My life isn’t worth shit.  I’m a 
loser!  A fucking looser, with 
nothing to show for it!  I’m no 
hero like you.  This is my chance!

The plane slides again.  It teeters.  THE CRAB STARTS TO 
DESCEND THE TREE, STILL UNSEEN BY BRAD.  

Archy reaches and snags the bag but THE PLANE DROPS.

THE BAG CATCHES ON THE PILOT’S WHEEL.  
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The entire plane is now supported by the nearly severed 
branch and Archy, holding the bag and Brad holding his rope.

Brad struggles to hold his ground by jamming his good leg 
against a tree trunk.  Archy’s arm is stretched to the 
breaking point!

BRAD
Let go, I’ve got you!

ARCHY
No way!  

BRAD
I can’t hold you much longer!

Then brad sees:

THE CRAB IS COMING FOR HIM.

BRAD (CONT’D)
HOLY FUCK!

Archy sees the crab.  Brad is near the gun but it’s just out 
of his reach.  The branch holding the plane gives away a bit 
more.  The tension on Archy’s arm increases.

The crab gets to Brad, who tries to fight off its claws with 
his free hand.  The crab clamps his arm.  Blood squirts out 
as the claw reaches bone.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Ahhhhhhhh!  Get away!

Archy looks down at the bag.  He looks at Brad.  Something 
happens deep inside.  He lets go.  The branch snaps.  The 
plane falls into the ravine.  Archy swings and smashes into 
the cliff.  He starts to climb up the rope. 

Brad is losing the fight with the crab as it uses its other 
claw to grab the arm that holds Archy’s rope.  Brad howls and 
loses his grip.

The rope whips away and over the edge!  

Brad is on his knees as if before his master.  The massive 
green crab holds both Brad’s arms.  Its mouth parts are 
inches away from Brad’s face.  The eyes look right at Brad’s.

BRAD (CONT’D)
No!

Brad spits on it.
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Then:

BOOM!

One of the crab’s eyes explodes, spraying gooey fluid all 
over Brad’s face.

ARCHY HAS CLIMBED UP AND HAS THE RIFLE! 

ARCHY (O.C.)
FUCK YOU! 

He blasts the crab repeatedly.  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
I. HATE. SHELLFISH!

Chunks of shell and flesh fly.  It drops dead.  Archy runs to 
Brad.  The claws won’t release due to some kind of reflexive 
nerve thing.  Archy uses the rifle butt to smash the claws 
free. 

Brad’s arms are badly cut.   

ARCHY (CONT’D)
C’mon, let’s get you out of here.

Brad let’s out a weak laugh.

BRAD
You know what, Archy?

ARCHY
What?

BRAD
I’d a been proud to have you by my 
side in combat.  Hero.

Archy smiles.  

ARCHY
Thanks.  

Archy, running on pure adrenaline, hoists Brad up and slings 
his arm over his shoulder.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Let’s go!
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EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - SAME TIME

Herman stands on a rock, peeing into the blue water.  Then he 
sees:

Four meters below him, swishing in the surf, is THE BAG OF 
CASH Nate took to the boat.  Herman smiles.   

HERMAN
(in German)

I am a god.

He hops down and comes around to the water.  He wades into 
the waist-high water and ducks beneath the overhanging rock.  
He grabs the bag and opens it.  Some of the cash is still 
there.

Then he freezes.  

He slowly turns to the left to see, one meter away:  

A HUGE CORAL-COLORED CRAB, TUCKED INTO THE CRAGS.  

HERMAN (CONT’D)
Scheiße.

THE CRAB LUNGES WITH BOTH CLAWS, ONE GRIPS HERMAN’S HEAD AND 
THE OTHER, HIS NECK.  His arms seize up and the money pours 
out into the water.  The crab CRUSHES HIS SKULL BONE BEFORE 
YANKING HIS BODY OUT OF SIGHT.

BLOOD TINTS THE WATER where the LOOSE STACKS of CASH wash 
around.

Nearby:

Lou decides to check on Herman.  She puts her top on and 
starts to search.

LOU
Herman?   Herman?  

(in German)
Herman, where are you?

She’s concerned and...alone.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - SAME TIME

Brenna and Julian search for the others.

BRENNA
Where is everyone?  
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EXT. ISLAND - BEACH

Lou wanders up to the tree line.  She looks into the forest.

LOU
Herman?

She looks back out to the surf.  Nothing.  She grabs the 
spear and reluctantly walks a few METERS into the jungle.  
Like a blind person, she sweeps the ground ahead of her. 

She looks up into the trees and SHRIEKS.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - SAME TIME

Brenna and Julian hear Lou.  

JULIAN
This way!

They run in the direction of the scream.

EXT. ISLAND - JUNGLE WHERE LOU SCREAMED - SAME TIME

Lou stares into the trees as Brenna and Julian arrive.  
Brenna looks up and gasps.  Julian is shocked.

JULIAN
My god!  

In the trees, hanging upside down, A BLEACHED WHITE SKELETON.  
One leg is wedged in a forked branch.  The flesh is long 
gone.  The bones have been picked utterly clean, but the 
person’s WATCH AND GOLD NECKLACE, are untouched.  

BRENNA
Who is it?

JULIAN
Look.

Below the skeleton, Julian finds SHARDS OF CLOTHING.  He 
picks up the remnants of the dead person’s pants and finds a 
wallet.  He looks inside as Lou and Brenna watch.  There’s 
lots of cash.  He checks the I.D.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
He’s from San Salvador.

LOU
The pilot.
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JULIAN
Yes.  Probably.  Or one of the 
passengers.

BRENNA
What’s that?

Brenna uncovers a handgun in the grass.  Julian pops the 
clip. 

JULIAN
It’s got a few shells left.

BRENNA
Was he murdered?

JULIAN
I don’t think so.

LOU
Precisely, why would they leave his 
wallet and gun behind?

JULIAN
That’s a very expensive watch as 
well.

BRENNA
Maybe he climbed up there to get a 
better look and fell.

Julian examines the clothes.  He notices something.

JULIAN
Look here.

He points to some rips in the pants.  

LOU
Bloodstains.

JULIAN
And this is from sheering.  

BRENNA
What?

JULIAN
Something cut through the material.

BRENNA
Oh my God.  You mean one of those 
things?  Where is Brad?
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JULIAN
Where is Herman?  

LOU
I don’t know, he was here about 
twenty minutes ago.

ARCHY (O.S.)
(in the distance)

Hello?  Anyone here?  Hello?

Archy arrives helping the injured Brad.  Brenna runs to Brad.

BRENNA
Oh my God.  I was so scared you 
were...your arms! 

JULIAN
(re: the arms)

Fuck!  There’s a first-aid kit in 
the tent.

LOU
What happened?

JULIAN
Where did you find that rifle?

BRAD
Archy, dove for it.

ARCHY
We got to meet ‘claws’.

JULIAN
What?

BRAD
(proud)

Archy swam to the sunken boat.  
This guy’s a badass.

JULIAN
No, what do you mean, ‘claws’?

ARCHY
A fucking monster crab.

JULIAN
What?  How big?  Where were you?

BRAD
Chest-high.  When it stood up.  Had 
to be a hundred pounds.  
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JULIAN
Jesus!

ARCHY
And it wasn’t in no hole.  It was 
all green and came from the trees. 
We almost had the money.

He finally notices the skeleton.

BRAD
Christ!  Who’s that?

LOU
We think he was the pilot of the 
plane.

JULIAN
A hundred pounds.  That’s not 
possible.

BRAD
Where’s Herman?

ARCHY
It’s not possible?  Julian, look at 
his arms!

(re: the skeleton)
Look at that dude!  No C.S.I. 
mystery there!

LOU
(to Brad, worried)

I can’t find him.  So they aren’t 
just underground?

BRAD
Where’s Mika?

Silence.  Julian is blanking out.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Julian, where’s Mika?  Julian!

JULIAN
She’s...probably dead.

LOU
Oh my God.  How?

JULIAN
At least, I think she’s dead, she 
was right behind me and then she 
was gone.  
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LOU
My God, I’ve got to find Herman.

ARCHY
What do you mean ‘you think’?

JULIAN
I’m not sure...

ARCHY
Well, what do you mean?  Did you 
see her get killed or--

Julian finally cracks.  He shoves Archy.

JULIAN
I don’t fucking know!  What do you 
think?  We’re fucking crab food in 
this place!  There was a burrow 
where she was standing!  

Lou sees something in the direction of the water.

LOU
(already suspecting the 
worst)

What is that?

She moves closer, then let’s out an awful scream.

LOU (CONT’D)
Nooooooooo!

HERMAN’S HEAD WASHES UP ON THE SAND, SURROUNDED BY HUNDRED-
DOLLAR BILLS.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - NIGHT

A RING OF FIRE surrounds the camp.  Archy tends to the 
flames.

Julian finishes dressing and wrapping Brad’s arms. 

JULIAN
All right.  The bleeding has 
stopped.  I think you’ll be okay.

BRAD
If we aren’t eaten by tomorrow?

Julian doesn’t have the strength to find humor anymore.
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BRAD (CONT’D)
Hey, I’m sorry.  Maybe she’s just 
hiding out somewhere.

Julian nods slightly.

JULIAN
Maybe.

Lou sits on the ground hugging her knees.  She’s in shock.

Brenna sits next to her.  She puts her arm around Lou’s 
shoulder.  Brenna is actually more emotional.

BRENNA
I’m really sorry.

LOU
I have nothing.

BRENNA
No, you’ll be okay.  I know people 
think it’s hopeless after they lose 
a loved one but if you have faith--

LOU
I mean I’m broke.

BRENNA
Weren’t you married? 

LOU
No.  I was his fuck-of-the-year, 
Brenna.  I had dreams of he and I 
together.  Married.  It wasn’t love 
though, it was a plan.  I was using 
him as much as he was me.  It was 
working so well.  The model and the 
billionaire.  I quit working, 
stopped saving.  He paid my bills.  
But now...I’ve nothing.  I don’t 
care if I get off this island.  

BRENNA
But you’re beautiful and you can 
sing.  When Brad got back from the 
war, he had to find a way to make a 
living and through hard work--

Lou turns to Brenna.  She kisses her - gently, sweetly, on 
the lips.  Brenna doesn’t quite know what to do in such a 
situation.
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LOU
Brenna, you are a beautiful, 
sincere person.  Your husband is a 
true hero.  I’m none of those 
things.  I’m like one of those 
monsters.  An opportunist, a 
predator.  With no heart.

Brenna tries one last time.

BRENNA
Lou, you’re just a girl.  Like me.  
You just lost your way, that’s all.  
You can find your way back.

Lou looks to her with the slightest sign of hope in her eyes.

Archy is satisfied with the fire.  He pulls out that joint.  
Looks at it, then puts it back in his pocket.  He slings the 
gun around his shoulder and looks out into the night.  A 
sentry at his post.  Alert.  Aware.  The new Archy?

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - MORNING

Steamed mussels and clams, in a pot, over a fire.  Julian 
stirs.  The rest of the group sits around the fire and eats.  
Except for Lou.  She’s still depressed.

JULIAN
Not bad.  I think we will easily 
have enough food.  Water will be 
more difficult.

ARCHY
I’m goin’ for the money.

JULIAN
Archy, it’s too dangerous.  Besides 
we already found all that cash.

ARCHY
Sixty thousand dollars?  That’s 
good for giggle, but it ain’t gonna 
change my life.  If we split it 
between all of us, my share is 
like...no way.  I know what to 
expect now and I’ve got a gun.  I 
know where the plane came to rest.  

Julian shakes his head.
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JULIAN
I’m not leaving.

ARCHY
I go alone.  If I don’t return, 
then I don’t return.  If I do, we 
all share the money.  We’re in this 
together.  We all get a piece.  I 
promise.

At this point, no one has the will or the reason to stop him.  

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - A BIT LATER

Brad double checks the rifle.  

BRAD
Okay, Arch.  You’re good to go.  
Weapon’s loaded.  More ammo’s in 
the bag.  

ARCHY
Thanks, Brad.  

Brad pulls something from his pocket.  

BRAD
Here.

He hands him a pocket knife.  

BRAD (CONT’D)
I had it with me that day in 
Afghanistan.  I’ve kept it with me 
ever since.  I want you to carry 
it.

They share a solid man-hug.

ARCHY
Jesus.  A real fucking movie 
moment.

BRAD
No, Archy.  This is reality.  
Welcome back.

Archy smiles.  

BRAD (CONT’D)
Besides, I need the money.

Big smiles as they bump fists.  
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Archy starts off.  Brad watches as Archy makes a peace sign 
and disappears into the wall of green.  Julian shakes his 
head.

LOU (O.C.)
I want to help you find Mika.

Julian turns to see Lou.

JULIAN
Lou, I don’t think you are in the 
right frame of mind--

LOU
Bullocks.  You don’t know if she’s 
alive or dead.  We don’t know.

He sighs.  She’s technically right.  

LOU (CONT’D)
As long as there’s a chance, we owe 
it to her to search.  What if we 
don’t get rescued for days?  Weeks?

Julian considers.

LOU (CONT’D)
Brad, you and Brenna should stay 
here and watch for any sign of help 
arriving.  In the meantime, we can 
traverse the north side of this 
beach.  Over those rocks.  There 
might be a way to circumnavigate 
the island.  She might just be on 
the other side.

Julian looks to Brad.

BRAD
You got that handgun.  That should 
be some protection, but I’d use 
those rounds wisely.

Julian thinks.

EXT. ISLAND - NORTH SIDE OF THE ISLAND - DAY - LATER

Julian helps Lou climb up a sharp rock outcropping.  At the 
top, they see more rocks for at least a hundred meters.  
Their path is not going to be easy.

JULIAN
It’s an ancient lava flow.
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EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - ARCHY’S PATH

Archy is primed now.  His face is not fearful.  He holds the 
rifle at the ready and sweeps the ground for traps.

He finds a vista point.  He sees the plane at the bottom of 
the ravine.  

ARCHY
Sweet.

He heads lower, cutting through the undergrowth.

EXT. ISLAND - NORTH SIDE OF THE ISLAND - DAY - SAME TIME

Lou and Julian traverse the ancient lava flow.

LOU
(calling out)

Mika?  Mika?

Julian, holding the handgun, follows Lou, but just seems to 
be going through he motions.  Then: 

THE ROCK BENEATH THEIR FEET COLLAPSES!  LOU DROPS OUT OF 
SIGHT, but JULIAN GRABS ONTO THE EDGE. 

Julian is barely able to pull himself up.  He stays on his 
belly and snakes over to the edge.  He pulls his small 
flashlight from his pocket and aims it down into the dark.  

7 METERS BELOW, LOU IS CHEST-HIGH IN WATER.  What sounds like 
dripping faucets, ECHO throughout the cave.

JULIAN
Lou, are you alright?

LOU
Yes, I think.  What happened?

JULIAN
You fell into in a old lava tube.  
The ceiling must have given way.  

Lou looks up to Julian.  The bright outside-light streams 
into the tube, making it impossible to see details.  Lou 
shields her eyes.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Can you see?

LOU
No.  How do I get out of here?
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JULIAN
Is the water salty?

LOU
Yes.

JULIAN
Good.  There is probably a way out 
if it is sea water.  

Lou starts to look around.  

LOU
It’s too dark to see...wait.

Below the surface, several meters away, a faint blue glow 
dances about.  

LOU (CONT’D)
I think I can see a way to the 
ocean.

Then: she hears a faint call:

VOICE (O.S.)
Help...help me.

Julian can’t hear it. 

JULIAN
You may have to wait for low tide.  
Do you think you can swim--

LOU
Wait!  Quiet!

Julian listens.

VOICE (O.S.)
Help me, Julian.  Someone...

JULIAN
My God...It’s Mika!  Can you see 
her?

LOU
No.

(squinting)
It’s too dark.

JULIAN
Here...

(re: the flashlight)
Don’t drop it!
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LOU
Okay.

He drops it and SHE CATCHES IT!  He drops his head in relief.

JULIAN
What can you see?

Lou sweeps the area and:

THE AIR ESCAPES HER LUNGS.  She can’t speak. 

THE CEILING OF THE CAVE IS MOVING!  At least a dozen FULL- 
GROWN CRABS CLING TO THE ROCK.  From their tails, HUNDREDS OF 
SMALL ROUND TRANSPARENT SPHERES ARE FALLING INTO THE WATER.  

Julian can see the terror on her face.  He carefully looks 
into the hole just enough to see a nearby crab - this is his 
first sighting of one of the giant crustaceans.   

He rolls back over and swallows deeply.  He takes a deep 
breath and tries not to panic.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(intense but calm)

Lou.  Lou, look at me.  Look only 
at me.  Listen to me.

Lou nods, tears starts to stream from her eyes.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
These are females.  They are 
releasing their eggs into the sea.   
They are not going to attack you.  
Okay?  I promise. 

Again we hear the weak voice of:

MIKA (O.C.)
Help me.

JULIAN
Can you see another way out?

Lou’s shaking hand, pans her torch along the walls until she 
sees the island-side of the tube.  

LOU
(quietly)

The tube goes that way.  

Lou starts to move in that direction.
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JULIAN
Wait.

Lou looks up at him.  What?  For what?  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Be careful.  

Lou moves on.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Archy can see the plane just ahead.  Then:

A RUSTLING WITHIN THE UNDERGROWTH grabs his attention.

He lifts his rifle.  Through the grass and leaves, he can 
just see A PIG.  

Angry from the scare, he aims and...

ARCHY
(quietly)

Boom.  

He sports a wicked smile.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Bacon.

He slings his rifle and continues to the plane wreckage.

INT. LAVA TUBE - SAME TIME

Lou wades toward Mika’s voice.  The water level drops as she 
ascends.  It’s knee-high now.  The cave is smaller but at 
least there are no more crabs.  She sees:

There are two paths.  She calls out in a loud whisper.

LOU
Mika?

MIKA (O.S.)
Over here.

Over where?  She takes the left tunnel.  NARROW CRACKS in the 
tube ceiling allow SHAFTS OF SUNLIGHT to penetrate, 
increasing visibility.  She is in just a few inches of water 
now, but still, there’s NO SIGN OF Mika.
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MIKA (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Over here.

Lou turns.  Now the SOUND SEEMS TO COME FROM BEHIND HER.  She 
took the wrong tunnel.

Lou retraces her path to the split.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Archy scales some boulders to the base of the cliff.  The 
plane is just ahead.  He stops.

ARCHY
(loudly)

Attention, shellfish!  Listen up.  
I don’t like you.  Your poor green 
buddy found that out the hard way.  
So here’s the deal: If any of you 
other ten-legged evolutionary dead-
ends want to try your luck with me, 
bring it on!  Otherwise, keep your 
spiny asses away and there won’t be 
any trouble!

(beat)
Nobody?  Good.

He continues to the plane.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - CAMP - SAME TIME

Brad rests his head on Brenna’s lap.  She looks out to sea.  
She sees, far off shore...  

BRENNA
Brad, wake up.  A boat!

He sits up.  

BRAD
Let’s get that signal fire going.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - PLANE WRECKAGE SITE

Archy has no problem entering the cabin this time.  The bags 
are there.  He opens one: Cash.  Another: Cash.  A third: 
Cash.  He wipes the sweat from his face.

ARCHY
Wow.  
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He reaches down and grabs one of the one-foot by six-inch 
taped-up bales.  He pulls a pocket knife and slices.  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
You’ve got to be fucking kidding 
me!

The bale contains MORE CASH!  Neat stacks of hundred-dollar 
bills.  Archy, digs around in the plane.  THERE ARE AT LEAST 
TWENTY MORE BALES.  He slices another: CASH!  He exhales in 
exasperation. 

ARCHY (CONT’D)
I’d need a fucking pick-up truck to 
haul all this.

He looks around, scheming, as if there was a solution. 

It STARTS TO RAIN...HARD.  He looks up at the heavens.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Oh, very funny!  I get it.  I get 
it.  When it rains it pours.  Hah 
hah.

He flips off the sky.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Mother-fucking nature.

INT. LAVA TUBE - SAME TIME

Lou searches.

LOU
Mika?

She finally spots her: apparently being GUARDED BY A BIG 
CRAB.  Mika looks traumatized by her recent ordeal but isn’t 
visibly injured.  Her eyes find Lou and beg for help.

Lou makes a “shhhhh” sign.  

Lou looks around.  How will she get Mika from behind this 
monster?  She turns and: 

JULIAN IS RIGHT BEHIND HER!  

Before she can scream, he covers her mouth.  Her shriek is 
muffled.  She drills his arm with her fist to release the 
adrenaline.  He winces, then smiles.
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JULIAN
Shhhh.  I found a way in.  Not far 
from here.

He slowly uncovers her mouth then looks to Mika.  He smiles, 
then signs: ‘hold on’.  Mika smiles.  Tears flow.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH  - CAMP - SAME TIME

The signal fire is raging.  White smoke rises as Brenna 
tosses palm leaves onto the flames.

Brad sees THE BOAT CHANGE DIRECTIONS AND HEAD THEIR WAY.

BRAD
Oh, yeah, baby!  That’s right!  
This way.

Brenna hugs him.  This awful ordeal seems near and end.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - WRECKED PLANE SITE - SAME TIME

Archy is loaded up with all the bags and an extra bale.  

ARCHY
(to the remaining bales)

You guys be good, daddy will be 
back to get you later.

He trudges away.

INT. LAVA TUBE - SAME TIME

Julian takes the flashlight.

JULIAN
(to Lou)

I will distract it.  Once it is 
busy with me, you grab Mika and go 
in that direction, about twenty 
meters.  Overhead, you will see the 
opening.  It’s just large enough to 
get through.  

LOU
In the other tunnel?

JULIAN
Yes.
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LOU
Okay.  

Julian starts off toward the crab.  She pulls him back.

JULIAN
What?

LOU
Be careful.

He smiles.  

Julian slowly approaches the big crab.  It rises up.  Julian 
is taken aback by it’s size.  

JULIAN
You are an impressive creature.

The crab’s eyes track and it’s pupils dilate.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
But...I can’t let you have my girl.

Mika is still scared but somehow proud of Julian.  Her prince 
is here to rescue her.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(in French)

Are you going to be a good crab or 
a bad crab, eh?  

The crab seems agitated.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(in French)

I will fight you if I have to.

Lou watches intently.  Waiting for her opportunity to grab 
Mika.

The crab backs up.  Looking a bit intimidated.  He starts to 
move sideways, away from Mika.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(in French)

Yes, you are wise not to...wait a 
minute, now I can see that you are 
a female.  My apologies, madam.

LOU
That’s a female?

Julian gets a bit confident and drives her back.
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JULIAN
Lou.  Get ready.

MIKA
JULIAN, LOOK OUT!

Julian turns to see emerging from the shadows behind him.  A 
colossal TWO METER-HIGH MALE CRAB.  IN A SPLIT SECOND, JULIAN 
IS WITHIN ITS MASSIVE METER-LONG CLAWS.  Mika SCREAMS.  

LOU STAYS LEVEL HEADED ENOUGH TO GRAB Mika.  

MIKA (CONT’D)
(screaming)

Julian!  Noooooooooooooooooooo!

The girls run recklessly through the cavern.  They round the 
corner at the split, and rush to find the opening.  

A shaft of light marks their escape path.  The cave-height 
decreases so the opening is at eye level.

LOU
Go!  

As she boosts Mika through the hole.  THE FEMALE CRAB APPEARS 
COMING RIGHT AT THEM.  Mika makes it out and reaches back to 
help Lou.  Lou starts to shimmy through.

JULIAN:

Tries to pry away the claws from his chest and shoulder.  
Then suddenly, the crab releases him.  He drops to the 
ground.  He turns to see ANOTHER MALE!  His attacker lunges 
at the challenger and A TITANIC BATTLE ENSUES.  

JULIAN CRAWLS AWAY from the fracas.  

OUTSIDE:

Lou is almost through the opening when the FEMALE CRAB GRABS 
HER SHOE.  Lou starts to punch it. 

JULIAN:

Stumbles to his feet and rushes to the opening.   

OUTSIDE:

Mika goes ape-shit and grabs a rock three-times the size she 
could normally lift, and:

MIKA
Let go, you fucking ho-bag!
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...CRUSHES THE CLAW, freeing Lou!  The crab withdraws.

The girls are spent, but safe.

JULIAN: 

Approaches the opening only to encounter the female.  She 
turns toward him.  He reverses and sprints toward the sea.

He dives into the water with the female closing in on him.

UNDERWATER:

Julian swims toward the soft blue passage to the open sea. 

His lungs are bursting as he passes through.  He desperately 
pushes toward the surface.

ABOVE WATER:

Julian explodes from below and sucks in air.  But, 
immediately, he is tossed by the breaking waves and driven 
into a rock.  His ribs take another pounding.  He grits his 
teeth in pain.  

UNDERWATER:

The female crab is at the sea-opening and tries to fit 
through.

ABOVE WATER:

The next wave offers a chance to grab hold of a patch of 
mussels.  Julian claws tightly and drags himself up.  He is 
scratched, sore and utterly exhausted. 

EXT. ISLAND - LAGOON - SAME TIME

Two-hundred meters away, out of Julian’s view, an eight-meter 
fishing boat approaches the shore.  

BRENNA
Brad, we’re saved.

BRAD
Wait a minute.  That’s 
weird...there’s no fishing gear. 

BRENNA
What? 
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BRAD
(calmly)

Brenna, hide. 

BRENNA
What?  What’s the matter?

BRAD
(growing intensity)

Listen to me, no matter what they 
do, don’t let them know where you 
are!  Don’t come out of hiding! 

BRENNA
Why?  

BRAD
Listen to me!  I love you, babe.

(kisses her, pleads)
But, get out of here now!

She starts to realize the guys in the boat are not friendly.  
Tears of fear start.

BRENNA
I can’t leave you.

BRAD
GO!

She reluctantly slips into the jungle.

EXT. ISLAND - LAVA FLOW - SAME TIME

Mika sobs.  Lou tries to comfort her.

MIKA
I want to go home.  This is 
horrible.  

LOU
(re: something off screen)

Oh my God.

Mika turns to see JULIAN.  Walking across the rocks toward 
them.  Mika rushes to him.

MIKA
I thought you were dead.

JULIAN
I know how you feel.
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They embrace.  Lou watches.  No such luck for her.  She turns 
away.  Julian notices Lou’s sadness returning.  He goes to 
her.  Mika joins.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
We are going to get off this 
island.  We are going to get off 
this mother fucking island!  Come 
on.

They start back toward camp.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST NEAR CAMP - SAME TIME

Archy descends the trail toward base camp.  Through the 
trees, he spies Lou, Mika and Julian, a few hundred meters 
away.  

ARCHY
Oh, yeah, you’re gonna love me now.

He hurries his pace.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP

Brad watches as the boat motors to just off shore.  Brad 
glances around, concerned about Brenna and the others.

The boat stops.  Two men disembark and load onto a small 
motorized dingy.  They smile and wave.

Brad waves back.

BRAD
(to himself)

Okay, I do not trust these guys.

The men arrive at the beach and hop on to the sand.  

BRAD (CONT’D)
Hello.

MAN 1
(Latin-based accent)

Hello, my friend.  My name is Pao.  
This is Marco.  You look like 
you’ve been through some hard 
times.

BRAD
Yeah, I tripped and fell.
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Everything said by the visitors has an underlying sinister 
quality.

PAO
You have to be more careful.

BRAD
You got that right.  You can’t be 
too cautious.

PAO
We thought you might be in trouble.

BRAD
What gave you that impression?

MARCO
(same accent as Pao)

The fire.  White smoke.

BRAD
I don’t really consider the color 
of the smoke.

Pao looks to Marco.  He smiles.

PAO
Where are they?

BRAD
Who?

PAO
Your friends.  

BRAD
I’m here alone.

The men look at each other.  Pao spots the bag that contained 
the cash.  He glances at Marco.  

MARCO 
It looks like a very big camp for 
just one.

BRAD
The others left the island for the 
day.

The men look at each other again.  They aren’t buying.

PAO
It’s very strange.  I am almost 
certain I saw another person.
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BRAD
I was almost certain I saw mermaid 
once.

The men laugh but then:

BOTH MEN PULL HANDGUNS FROM BEHIND THEIR BACKS AND POINT THEM 
AT BRAD.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Woah, woah.  You don’t like my 
sense of humor?

Pao moves closer.

PAO
We are looking for something.  I 
think you know what it is.

BRAD
Balls?

Pao laughs.  

PAO
(to Marco)

I like him.

PAO PISTOL-WHIPS BRAD.  Brad goes down.

MARCO
A friend of ours is a pilot.  He 
radioed from this island seven days 
ago.  He had miraculously survived 
a crash landing.  

BRAD
Lord must be lookin’ out for him.

They laugh again.  Then Marco kicks Brad hard in the ribs.

MARCO
I’m sorry.  It’s hard to joke now?

Brad groans.

MARCO (CONT’D)
All we want, is to help our friend.

BRAD
Fuck you.

Marco kicks him again.  Pao waves him off.
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PAO
What is your name?

Brad looks at him with steely war-torn eyes.

BRAD
Joe.  

Pao kneels down and points the gun at Brad’s head.

PAO
I’m sure Joe wants to help us help 
our friend.  Don’t you, Joe?

EXT. ISLAND - TRAIL - SAME TIME

Julian, Mika and Lou are on their way, when they hear:

ARCHY (O.C.)
Hey.  Hey, over here.

They see Archy waving them over.  They join up.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Ladies and gentleman, it’s payday.

He drops the bags of cash on the ground.  Lou, Mika and 
Julian all temporarily forget the recent trauma.  

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - SAME TIME

We see a PICTURE OF BRENNA.  The we see, it is Pao who holds 
the photo (and Brad’s wallet as well).  Marco, now armed with 
an automatic weapon, eats dried beef.

PAO
Your wife is a lovely woman...

(re: Veteran's I.D)
Bradley John Lawson, United States 
Marine Corps.  Imagine how tragic 
it would be if, after surviving 
your tour of duty, you were to lose 
your life here on this dreadful 
rock.

Brad doesn’t respond.  Pao adjusts his posture to a more 
comfortable position.

PAO (CONT’D)
Do you know, I studied law in 
America.  It was a wonderful time 
in my life.  
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Freedom, romance, stimulating 
discourse.  I was full of youthful 
ideals and preconceptions of the 
way the world should be.

BRAD
And now you’re this?  What 
happened?

PAO
This is what I wanted.  I became a 
man.  Started a family.  I have a 
very good living and my employer 
trusts me.  I give him my counsel 
and he respects my advice.  It is 
true that normally, I would not be 
“in the field”, but the nature of 
this situation required a special 
envoy.

BRAD
You’re a smart guy.  I get it.  
But, you should know: I ain’t 
afraid of dyin’.

Pao’s delivery turns deadly.

PAO
Well, Bradley, I’m not afraid of 
killing.

Pao lightens up.

PAO (CONT’D)
But we don’t have to consider such 
unappealing options - We have found 
our friend’s bag, it is clear that 
you aren’t being totally truthful 
with us.  Why don’t you just tell 
us where the rest of our friend’s 
property is, and we’ll go on our 
way.

BRAD
Why don’t I believe you?

PAO
Bradley, my employer is a very 
powerful and unforgiving 
individual.  He is not the kind of 
man who excels in compassion.  Be 
reasonable.

Brad thinks.
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BRAD
All right.  This is the bible-
truth: we found that bag floatin’ 
in the ocean.  If there’s more, we 
don’t know where it is.  

Pao weighs Brad’s story.

BRAD (CONT’D)
But, I’ll tell you what.  I may be 
able to help you with one thing.  

PAO
Continue.

BRAD
We found your friend.

Marco stops chewing. 

BRAD (CONT’D)
As a Marine, I’m a man of honor.  
If you agree to leave my friends 
unharmed, I’ll take you to your 
friend.

PAO
All right.  You have my word.

CUT TO:

THE SKELETON.  

Marco and Pao examine their cohort’s bones.  Brad, arms duct-
taped at the wrists, stands near.

PAO
You found him like this?

BRAD
Yep, just as you see.

MARCO
What in God’s name happened here?

BRAD
Maybe he was eaten by giant crabs.

Pao raises an eyebrow at the suggestion.  Shakes his head.
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PAO
Remarkable.  I have heard tales of 
such a thing you know - eaten by 
fiddler crabs.  A whole man 
devoured in just a few minutes.  I 
don’t know if it’s true but I heard 
that when the rescuers arrived...         
the head was still alive.

Marco eyes grow wide.  

PAO (CONT’D)
But, how did he find himself up 
there?

MARCO
His watch and everything still 
remain.

BRAD
Yeah, we could have easily taken 
it, you see.  You believe me now?  
We don’t know any more than this.  
All we’re doing here is scientific 
research on spiders.  Tomorrow 
we’ll leave.  Search the whole 
island, if you want.  Whatever 
you’re after, we won’t interfere or 
say nothing to nobody.  You have my 
word.

A sound in the bushes draws their attention.  The men point 
their guns.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Pigs.

PAO
Pardon?

BRAD
Wild pigs.  We’ve seen a few.

Pao looks Brad in the eye. 

PAO
I am a good judge of men, Bradley.  
I believe you are telling the 
truth...

Then, they hear:

ARCHY (O.S.)
Brad? 
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PAO
About the pigs, at least.

Brad knows he’s busted.

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - CAMP - MOMENTS LATER

Julian and the others arrive at the camp and see the boat and 
their stuff strewn about.  Archy reaches for the rifle he has 
slung around his shoulder but...

MARCO (O.S)
Ah ah ah...

Pao and Marco ambush the group with guns drawn.  They shove 
Brad ahead of them.   Marco grabs the rifle from Archy. 

PAO
My friends, welcome back.  What did 
you find on your little trek?

He grabs and opens one of the bags.

PAO (CONT’D)
(directed at Brad)

Well, it seems you have made a very 
important scientific discovery.  

He dumps the money onto the ground.  Archy scowls and shakes 
his head in disappointment. 

PAO (CONT’D)
There is just one small problem 
with your achievement.  Someone 
already claimed your prize.  

Now we see: BRENNA is watching from a hiding spot.   

CUT TO:

EXT. ISLAND - BEACH - CAMP - LATER

Archy, Julian, Mika, Lou and Brad all sit in a group, their 
hands duct-tape-bound behind their backs.  Marco guards them 
with his gun.  Pao finishes an inventory of the money.

PAO
Very nice.  There is a lot of money 
here.  Enough to make quite a 
future for all of you.  But, I am 
concerned.  Not just for your 
future, but ours as well.  
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LOU
Why is that?

Pao smiles.  He goes up to Lou and kneels.  He continues with 
his sinister kindness.

PAO
Because, my little flower.  There 
is more. 

Pao stands, lights a cigar and sighs.

PAO (CONT’D)
My employer will not be happy and 
we will endure his wrath, but in 
the end we will be fine.  But you 
will all be lying in a pool of your 
own blood.

He looks at Mika, who is near breaking down.

PAO (CONT’D)
A waste.

Archy decides to make the sacrifice.

ARCHY
All right--

JULIAN
I’ll show you.  

Archy looks to Julian.  WTF?  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
The rest of the money is in a cave.

ARCHY
(to Julian)

No it’s not.

Pao looks to Archy.  Julian’s plan is almost sunk.

JULIAN
Yes it is.  Remember?  We moved it?

(to Pao)
His mind...unfortunately 
compromised by heavy drug use.

Archy finally gets it.
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ARCHY
Ohhh...yeah, that’s right.  You 
mean...the other money, I thought 
you meant this money...heh heh.

(to Pao)
I’m not the brightest guy.

JULIAN
I think we can all agree, that bit 
of information is redundant at this 
point.

(to Pao)
The cave lies about a half an 
hour’s walk along the coast to the 
north.

Lou knows what he’s thinking.  Mika does too.  She tries to 
change his mind with her eyes.  He smiles.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(to Pao)

I will take you there.

Pao thinks.

PAO
You and her.

He refers to Mika.  

JULIAN
The women stay.

PAO
You and her.

Julian looks to Mika.  She nods.  

JULIAN
Agreed.

PAO
Marco, in ninety minutes, if I 
don’t return... shoot them.

EXT. ISLAND - NORTH SIDE OF THE ISLAND - LATER

Julian and Mika lead Pao to the foot of the lava flow.
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EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - SAME TIME

Marco rummages through the group’s belongings.  He pulls a 
medicine bottle of pot from Archy’s backpack.  

MARCO
Marijuana.  From a doctor?  What is 
the world coming to?  How much does 
one pay for this...

(reading the label)
...Archy?

Archy reluctantly reveals:

ARCHY
Seventy-five.  Plus fifty for the 
prescription.

Marco laughs.

MARCO
For this little jar.  You are 
selling donkeys for horse prices, 
my friend.  This is not worth ten 
dollars. 

ARCHY
That’s no ordinary stuff.  That’s 
an ultra hybrid, created by the 
best farmers in Cali.  Retired 
pharmacists and shit.  It’s called 
Humbolt-of-lightning.  Normal 
humans can’t handle it.

Marco smells a sample.

MARCO
Americans will believe anything.

ARCHY
I’m serious, muchacho, one hit of 
that and you’d be on a 
transcendental voyage to high-town.

MARCO
I have smoked marijuana before you 
know.

Archy sees an opening.

ARCHY
Marco, I’ll bet you couldn’t smoke 
a whole spliff before you turned 
into a giggling little girly.
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MARCO
You are not serious.  Have you not 
noticed what I do for a living?

ARCHY
What?  I bet you peddle that brown 
Paraquat-laced ragweed.  I could 
smoke an ounce of that and ace a 
job interview at the Drug 
Enforcement Agency.

MARCO
Oh, please.  

ARCHY
Right here in my pocket, Marky 
Marco.  There’s one all rolled up 
and ready to go.  I’ll tell you 
what, you smoke the whole thing and 
I’ll...

MARCO
You’ll what?

ARCHY
I’ll suck Brad’s man pole.

BRAD
What?! 

ARCHY
Don’t worry, Bradley-b.  There 
ain’t no chance it’s gonna happen.  
Marco can’t handle it.  He’s a 
light-weight.

BRAD
You’re gamblin’ with some expensive 
chips there, pal.

MARCO
I don’t want to watch a man suck 
another man’s penis!  What kind of 
prize is that?

BRAD
What he said!

MARCO
(re: Lou)

She will suck my penis.

LOU
What?  Shoot me now!
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ARCHY
Come’on, Lou.  He can’t do it.

BRAD
Boy, I’m feelin’ better now.

LOU
Fuck all of you!

BRAD
Don’t give him any ideas.

ARCHY
Yeah, a deal’s a deal.

LOU
I didn’t make a deal!

Marco pulls the joint from Archy’s pocket.  Sniffs it.  

MARCO
Okay.  Salute.

Marco lights it up.  Takes a big hit.  Coughs.  

MARCO (CONT’D)
Not bad.

Marco steps out toward the water.  He stares...takes a second 
hit, much more slowly this time.

MARCO (CONT’D)
It is very beautiful, the sea.

ARCHY
(to Brad)

It’s working.

LOU
(to Archy)

You’re a fucking dead man if he 
wins.  

Archy smiles.  

ARCHY
He won’t. 

EXT. ISLAND - LAVA FLOW - SAME TIME

They arrive at the cave entrance.  
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JULIAN
It’s down there.  There are several 
caves, so if you are thinking of 
killing us now, you will never find 
the money.

PAO
You will go, I will wait here with 
your friend.

JULIAN
The money is behind a large rock.  
It took two men to move it.  It 
will take two men to move it again.

Pao tries to read Julian’s sincerity.

PAO
All right.

(re: Mika)
You first.

Mika can’t believe she’s heading back down that hole but 
Julian gives her a reassuring nod and she proceeds. 

Julian follows.  Then, gun first, Pao.  

IN THE CAVE:

Mika is obviously nervous.  

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - SAME TIME

Marco is sprawled out on the sand.  Looking into the sky.  
The joint is half gone.

MARCO
Wow.

(long beat)
Wow.  

He starts to giggle.

MARCO (CONT’D)
Archy, you are right.  This is 
something special.  

ARCHY
Told you so, Marco Stono.

Marco stops giggling and thinks.
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MARCO
Marco Stono.  

Marco starts to giggle again.  He takes another hit. 

MARCO (CONT’D)
That’s not even that funny.

He giggles more.  Brad notices:

BRENNA!  She waves from the bushes.  Archy sees her too.

Marco stares into space.  

Archy motions with his head for her to come over.  She sneaks 
over.  

He quietly instructs her.  

ARCHY
In my jacket pocket.  Brad’s knife.

She checks Marco.  He’s gonzo.

She reaches in.  Pulls out the knife.  

ARCHY (CONT’D)
(whispers)

Cut me loose.

She starts and then:  

MARCO
Look at the clouds!  

Brenna freezes.  

MARCO (CONT’D)
My head feels like it is inside a 
casaba melon. 

Marco glances at the group.  Brenna is sitting in the same 
pose as the others.  Marco turns away and laughs.  He then 
realizes something’s different and whips around.

This time there’s only Lou, Archy and Brad.  

MARCO (CONT’D)
Wait a minute.  

ARCHY
What Marco?  You aren’t seeing 
things are you?
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Marco looks at the joint.  He starts to giggle.  He rolls 
over on his back.

MARCO
I sincerely hope I don’t have to 
shoot all of you.  It will be such 
a buzz-kill.

Brenna sneaks back over and slices the tape around Archy’s 
wrists, then Brad’s.  Marco starts to sing.  Everyone 
freezes.

MARCO (CONT’D)
I have looked at clouds from both 
sides now, through rain and snow, 
and still somehow, it is life’s 
illusions I recall...

Brenna cuts Lou free.  

MARCO (CONT’D)
I really don’t know how...at all.

Marco looks back.  THEY’RE ALL GONE!  Marco stands.  He’s 
shaky.

MARCO (CONT’D)
You son of a bitch!

He opens fire, spraying wildly into the forest.  He starts to 
go after them but stops.

MARCO (CONT’D)
The money.  But I have to find 
them.  What do I do?

He stands there.  His train of thought goes off the rails.  

MARCO (CONT’D)
I am so hungry.

Then he remembers.

MARCO (CONT’D)
I will kill you all!

(to himself)
But first...

He goes to his beef jerky and starts to shove it in to his 
mouth.  
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MARCO (CONT’D)
You will be sorry!

(beat)
Oh, mmmmm.  

He yells with his mouth full.

MARCO (CONT’D)
You are all dead!

He looks at his jerky.

MARCO (CONT’D)
How can this be so good?

He chews vigorously.

INT. LAVA TUBE - SAME TIME

Julian leads Mika.  A short distance behind, Pao follows, 
chewing on his cigar.    

Pao and Mika, with wide eyes, scan the dark recesses.   

JULIAN
(quietly to Mika)

Follow me.

MIKA
What?

JULIAN
When the moment comes, resist your 
fear and follow me.

EXT. ISLAND - RAINFOREST - SAME TIME

Archy and Lou, Brenna and Brad hide the in the woods.  

ARCHY
Is there really a cave?

LOU
Yes.  It’s on the north side of the 
island.  

BRAD
You know there’s a boat right out 
there.  Someone should swim out 
there and see if they can radio for 
help.
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BRENNA
I’ll do it.

BRAD
Babe--

BRENNA
I was Jackson High School one-
thousand-meter freestyle champion.   

BRAD
I didn’t know that.

BRENNA
They called me little miss fish.  I 
have unnaturally large webs between 
my toes.

She shows everyone.

ARCHY
That is some freaky mutant shit.

LOU
Archy, didn’t you say there were 
crabs out there.

ARCHY
Yeah, well fed.  Thanks to Nate.

BRENNA
You know, I wanted adventure, and 
it don’t get more adventurous than 
this.  

BRAD
The radio is easy to operate, I’ll 
give you instructions.

LOU
What if fatso down there sees her?  
He’s got the inflatable.

ARCHY
I’ve got an idea.  Brad, Lou, I 
need your help though.  

BRAD
Brother, I’d follow you over a 
waterfall at this point.

LOU
What’s the angle?
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Archy smiles.  

ARCHY
Just a little distraction, to 
separate Marco from the beach.

INT. ISLAND - LAVA TUBE - SAME TIME

They near the location where Mika was discovered earlier. 
Julian aims his torch in the direction from where the giant 
male crab emerged.  

HE CATCHES A GLIMPSE OF THE EYES!  THEY RAPIDLY SHIFT A FEW 
INCHES.

Julian stops.  He is careful not to illuminate the big crab 
again.

JULIAN
The money is over there.

He motions toward a dark cavern.  Pao squints to see in the 
dark.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
You will need both hands.

Pao seems hesitant. 

JULIAN (CONT’D)
(irritated)

I’m not going to try to take your 
stupid gun.  My friends will be 
dead in less than an hour.  I need 
you to help me move the stone and 
then you will have your precious 
money.

MIKA
Please.  We won’t try anything.

Pao is suspicious but he slings the weapon around his back.  

PAO
Go.

Julian glances to Mika.

JULIAN
Resist your fear.

They step forward into the dark.  Pao is just behind when:
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THE BIG MALE LUNGES FROM THE SHADOWS.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
NOW!

He grabs Mika’s hand and THEY DIVE FORWARD AND UNDER THE 
MASSIVE ANIMAL. 

PAO IS LEFT UNPROTECTED!  HE SUCKS IN AIR AT THE SIGHT OF THE 
HUGE, SPINY, CLAWED CREATURE.

PAO FUMBLES FOR HIS GUN but the crab’s CLAW JABS ITS PINCER 
INTO PAO’S CHEEK!  Pao tries to aim his gun but THE MONSTER 
CLAMPS DOWN ON HIS ARM.

Pao watches as HIS HAND IS CLIPPED CLEAN OFF!

The gun drops.  Julian, who crouches next to Mika, speedily 
crawls beneath the beast to snatch the fallen gun. 

Julian squeezes off a burst of automatic hellfire.

The crab drops Pao, who clutches his arm.  Julian aims at the 
surprised animal.

PAO
Shoot! Shoot!

Julian fires to the side, and the creature backs away.  
Disappearing into the dark.  Pao cries out in near hysteria:

PAO (CONT’D)
Why didn’t you kill it!?

Julian, raging, steps up Pao, and points the gun down at him.

JULIAN
Because...it did not deserve to 
die!

He puts the gun to Pao’s head.  Pao expects the end.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Unlike you, I am not a cold blooded 
killer.

Pao is now reduced to a whimpering child.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Mika, help him up.

Mika, looks at Julian in disbelief. 
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JULIAN (CONT’D)
Help him up!  We have no time!

She rushes forward and helps Pao stand.  

JULIAN (CONT’D)
Move.  Before I become like you.

Pao obeys his new master.

EXT. ISLAND - CAMP - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Marco sits on the sand looking depressed.  He works on his 
excuses.

MARCO
They attacked me with 
coconuts...no.  That is stupid.

(beat)
They drugged me with a tranquilizer 
dart, yes, like in the TV shows 
about African lions...no!  Santa 
Maria, he will never believe me.  
What will I do?

A VOICE (O.S.)(CONT’D)
Help me!

Marco whips around.

VOICE (O.S.)(CONT’D)
Marco, help me!  The crabs!  
They’re eating me!

Marco cautiously steps toward the voice.  

VOICE (CONT’D)
No!  My flesh!

Marco steps into the jungle trying to locate the poor soul.

VOICE (O.S) (CONT’D)
Marco!  Make them stop.

EXT. ISLAND - 40 METERS OFFSHORE - A SHORT WHILE LATER

Brenna swims steadily for the boat.  We see that familiar, 
creepy, underwater view as she passes over. 

IN THE JUNGLE:

Marco looks for the voice.
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VOICE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
It’s horrible!  Stop them!

He searches.

AT THE CAMP:

Lou sneaks over and grabs the cash.  She tears off down the 
beach to hide.

IN THE JUNGLE:

Marco steps around a tree and sees:

BRAD’S HEAD ON THE SAND with nothing but A SKELETON FOR A 
BODY!  Horrifyingly, THE HEAD SPEAKS!

BRAD
Marco!  The crabs ate my body!

MARCO NEARLY SHITS HIMSELF!   Then ARCHY CLUBS MARCO from 
behind with a log!  Marco drops.  Archy snatches the gun and 
walks over to Brad.

ARCHY
You look a bit hungry there pal.

Brad’s hand breaks through the sand.  Archy pulls him up.    
The skeleton, which was obviously the pilot’s, falls away as 
Brad becomes unburied. 

BRAD
Anything but crab.

They man-hug.  

OFFSHORE: 

Brenna nears the boat.  Then we see:

Below her body, A BIG CRAB STARTS UP TOWARD THE SURFACE.

ITS P.O.V.: Brenna is almost at the boat.  Closer.  CLOSER!  
Just as the claw reaches to grab her leg...

She pulls her body out of the water!  From above the surface, 
we see the crab drop away back into the deep as she climbs on 
board.  She goes to the radio.

BRENNA
Okay.  Brad said two thousand, one 
hundred eighty two kilo-hertz...

She flips some switches and grabs the receiver.
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BRENNA (CONT’D)
Press the call button...Mayday, 
mayday, mayday, we are in need of 
immediate assistance.  Our location 
is the south side of Red Coral 
Island.  I repeat, Mayday, mayday, 
mayday, we are in need of immediate 
assistance.  Our location is the 
south side of Red Coral Island.  I 
repeat-- 

She stops when she sees:

A COAST GUARD VESSEL HEADING IN HER DIRECTION.

She looks at the receiver.

BRENNA (CONT’D)
Wow, these things really work fast.

CUT TO:

EXT. ISLAND - 150 METERS OFFSHORE - DECK OF THE COAST GUARD 
CUTTER: DARWIN

Sailors assist Brad aboard the main vessel from a landing 
craft.  Brenna, Lou, Archy, Mika and Julian are offered 
blankets.  Other sailors take Marco, who’s hands are bound 
with a twist tie, below deck.  Pao is on a stretcher and 
guarded as a medic administers care.  Pao tries to convince 
the sailors:

PAO
It was a giant crab...it cut my 
hand off!  I swear to you!

SAILOR/MEDIC
Okay, pal, what ever you say, just 
sit back and relax.

(to his nurse)
Hit him with the happy juice.

The nurse injects Pao and he quickly fades.  

PAO
It was a giant craaaabbbb...

The pass our group.

BRAD
We gonna tell them?  
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JULIAN
No!  There will be none left if 
word of these creatures leaks out. 
Besides, no one will believe us 
until we have proof.  I will return 
with the proper equipment and 
document them in a safe way.  The 
island need to be a protected 
wilderness.

He puts his arm around Mika. 

JULIAN (CONT’D)
I should say, we will return...If 
she will have me.

MIKA
Ohmygod.  Yes!  

She kisses him.  Lou smiles. 

The captain greets the group.  He is professionally 
compassionate.

CAPTAIN
Welcome aboard.  I heard you all 
have been through some rough times, 
so we’re happy to help you with 
what ever you need.  We all want to 
express our sympathies for the loss 
of your friends.  I wish we could 
have made it sooner but as soon as 
we calculated the position of the 
distress signal, we came as fast as 
we could.  If it’s any consolation, 
we’ve been trying to catch these 
guys for some time, and I’m sure 
they’ll pay dearly for taking those 
folks lives.

Lou drops her head.

CAPTAIN (CONT’D)
The DEA will be very happy to get 
their hands on all that money as 
well.  

ARCHY
I thought if nobody claimed it then 
it goes to the folks who found it.

CAPTAIN
Well, that’s true unless the source 
was illegal activities.  
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Then the DEA can confiscate it and 
they then can use it to buy more 
equipment or train agents.  

BRAD
Hmmm.  

CAPTAIN
Sorry about that.  It’s a good 
cause though.  These people risk 
their lives to fight the war on 
drugs.

ARCHY
How would they know it’s illegal?

CAPTAIN
Well, the heavy fellah told us 
everything.  The plane, the money.  
He obviously didn’t want to face 
his boss.  He was quite paranoid.

(laughs)
Funny...he seemed like he was on 
drugs himself.  

ARCHY
Awesome.

CAPTAIN
Well, as I said, we’re sorry for 
your loss.

The Captain pats Lou on the shoulder and leaves to resume his 
duties.

BRENNA
That money caused nothin’ but heart 
ache.  Best that no one gets any.  
That’s not what’s important in 
life.

She snuggles up to Brad.

BRAD
Well, y’all are welcome to stay 
with us in Knoxville, if you ever 
visit.  We’re friends forever.  I 
know one thing: I sure have about a 
million songs I want to write.

Encouraging response...then, Lou stands and walks to the 
rail.  She looks back at the island.  Archy sidles up to her.  
He looks around.  
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ARCHY
So, I was thinkin’ of going on a 
little island vacation in a few 
weeks.  You interested?  

LOU
You’re joking.

ARCHY
Nope.  They’ll never find the rest 
of the money.  

LOU
I though you brought back the money 
from the plane.

ARCHY
Not all of it.

LOU
How much was left?

ARCHY
Most of it.  

Lou ponders this information.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Of course, we’ll need protection.  
And the right equipment.  

LOU
How will you pay for that?

ARCHY
With the money you have hidden in 
your pants.

Lou smiles.  

LOU
You noticed.

ARCHY
Even water retention can’t account 
for that bulge.  I’m guessing fifty 
grand worth of bloating.

LOU
Seventy.

Archy grins.
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ARCHY
So what do you say?

LOU
Maybe I don’t need the money.

ARCHY
Yes you do.  I heard you and 
Brenna.  You got nothin’.

Lou looks off into the distance.

ARCHY (CONT’D)
Go ahead, take your start-your-life-
from-scratch money and go home or 
come with me to California and make 
some travel plans.

LOU
You could get the money to come 
back from someone else.  Why me?

ARCHY
One, you know what to expect - 
you’ve been here.  Two, you’re 
willing to do whatever it takes to 
get what you want. 

LOU
And three?

ARCHY
I want to see what you’d look like 
with a big gun in your hands.

Lou laughs at his audacity.  

LOU
That’s a terrible line.  If this 
were the end of a movie you would 
have fucked it up.

It doesn’t matter.

Archy’s smile is irresistible.  He’s got her.

SMASH CUT:

EXT.  OCEAN - DAY

LOU, hair blowing in the wind HOLDS AN AR-10 AUTOMATIC RIFLE.  
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We pull back to reveal she is in a bikini, next to Archy, who 
pilots a speed boat.  He smiles at her as they zoom toward...

RED CORAL ISLAND.

SUPER: TO BE CONTINUED

FADE OUT.
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